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CHAPTER I
introduction
Robert Frost is generally recognized by critics as tne
leading contemporary poet of New England. His descriptive
poetry of the place and the people is both excellent and unique,'
and it is to the poet's disadvantage that he is, as yet, so
contemporary that his critics are still at the eulogistic level
of consideration.
With the possible exception of Miss Amy Lowell, who can
be depended upon to argue on the opposite side of any question,
the vast majority of Mr. Frost’s critics have spent their energy
in an attempt to outdo each other in praise of a poet who mani-
festly deserves intelligent praise for his noteworthy work.
They have praised everything from his facial contours to his
dramatic acumen, and all with the same enthusiasm. The simplest
poem he has written contains hidden meaning for half-a-dozen
conflicting views. Continued reading of these critical ap-
praisals of Robert Frost’s work raises two points of interest:
(a) the varied interpretations of his poems, and (b) the lack
of detailed study of his characters.
A. THE PROBLEM
The writer has chosen to study one phase of the second
,
of these two factors mentioned above, namely, the country char-
acters in Robert Frost's poetry and in his one-act play en-
titled, "A Way Out".
The statement that there is a lack of detailed study of
Frost's characters in critical works does not mean that the
critics have not discussed this phase of the poet's writing.
It is scarcely possible to say anything about Frost's poetry
without mentioning his characters. However, with few excep-
tions, critical writers have contented themselves with a
blanket coverage of descriptive adjectives under which they
group all the country people so vividly pictured in these
poems. The terms "gaunt", "lonely", "grim", "half-crazed",
"decaying" and similar words, are found over and over in those
studies that have been attempted. There is a very good reason
for this. Anyone who reads a volume of Frost's poetry re-
ceives a general impression of the loneliness of back-country
New England. This is partly due to Mr. Frost's choice of
location for many of his poems, and partly to the strangeness
of the scene to those who read. I,any of the people who live
in such communities do not feel the sense of loneliness that
outsiders do when they travel tnrough, or read about them in
works like Frost's.
Another reason why the critics, for the most part, have
neglected intensive studies of the individual characters, may
be because it is not easy to draw specific statements regarding
..
>
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Frost's characters, from his poems.
In the words of W. H. Auden: "The effect is cumulative,
the poem as a whole, rather than any one line; which makes him
a difficult poet to quote from." 1
Elizabeth Shipley Jer^eant quotes Hr. Frost as saying:
I believe in what the Greeks called synecdoche, the
philosophy of the part for the whole; skirting the hem
of the goddess. All that an artist needs is samples. "2
Mr. Frost has followed his own belief and given us
samples. By a gradual progression "from delight to wisdom"3 )
as he says elsewhere, ne has produced vivid pictures of his
country neighbors, bui there are no specific lines which state
that the hired man, in "The Death of the Hired Man", is a
visionary failure, or that Meserve, in "Snow", is a self-
centered person who can see no other point of view than his
own. These are things we sense and a great deal more, but
much of the meaning we find in one of Frost's poems is elusive,
like a faint aroma which vanishes from us when we try to ana-
lyze it.
In full recognition of the difficulties involved in
From the Jonathan Cape edition (London) 193&? of
Selected Poems
,
preface; as cited by Fichard Thornton in Recog-
nition of Robert Frost « Henry Holt and Company, Inc., Hew York,
1937* page 296.
p
From E. S. Sergeant, Fire Under the nndes , Alfred A.
Knopf, I927 . Cited by Richard Thornton, ibid., p. 151.
3 Frost, Collected Poems of Robert Frost * Reprint
Edition, Garden City Publishing Company, N.Y.
, 1942, preface, p.
4
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attempting an analysis of Frost's country people, the writer
hopes, nevertheless, to be able to present them from the point
of* view of one who has grown up among folk like these; not
“north of Boston", but west of Boston, and among a scattered
population sharing much of the ideological and ancestral back-
ground of the "north of Boston" farm communities, it is also
hoped that an analytical study from such a point of view may
be successful in presenting a picture of Frost's characters as
normal citizens of the New England countryside, for the most
part, rather than the half-mad, queer creatures described by
many critics.
If at times this presentation seems to suggest that
Robert Frost's own point of view is that of an "outsider", it
will be with sincere respect for his increased ability to por-
tray these people because of his detached view, and only if
there appears to be, to the mind of the writer, sufficient
evidence to justify such an insinuation,
Caroline Ford stated it this way: "...his ability to
speak for them hinges also on his knowledge of the relation of
their lives to the alternative city existence." 4-
B. THE ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS
It has seemed best, in the interest of clarity and
4 From The Less Travelled Road s Harvard Univ. Press,1935
Cited by Richard Thornton, Recognition of Robert Frost, p.l9b.
• ' J -f
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understanding, to present first, a brief account of the life of
Lr. Frost, mentioning his various publications, and including
whatever items were thought likely to be of assistance in the
later consideration of specific poems. This material is pre-
sented in Chapter II of the thesis.
Chapter III consists of a survey of some of the critical
views regarding LIr. Frost's poetic characters by representative
writers, which the present writer felt should be considered in
order to understand the later discussion of the individual
characters in Chapters IV, V, and VI.
The discussion of the individual characters has been
divided as follows: Chapter IV, Poems Containing Only Lien
Characters; Chapter V, Poems Containing Lien and Women Charac-
ters; Chapter VI, Poems In Which Women are the Important Char-
acters. This division was determined upon as most convenient
for comparison and contrast of specific individuals.
Chapter VII contains a summary of the study made, em-
phasizing points of importance and conclusions reached.
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CHAPTER II
THE LIFE OF ROBERT FROST
William Prescott Frost, father of the poet, was born in
Kingston, New Hampshire, the ninth generation of Frosts in New
England* He graduated from Harvard in 1872 and went to Lewis-
ton, Pennsylvania to teach school. While there he married
Isabel Moodie, also a school teacher, who had come to America
from Scotland when she was fifteen years old. Not long after
his marriage he moved to San Francisco, California where he
worked on The Bulletin . a Democratic newspaper, of which he
later became editor. He was strongly sympathetic with the
South during the Civil War and at one time considered leaving
home to join the Confederate Army. He evidently thought better
of the plan, however, for he remained in San Francisco and
evidenced his patriotic feelings by naming his son, born March
26, l875> Robert Lee Frost. William Frost was active in poli-
tics during his' years in California, managing the city campaign
the year Grover Cleveland was^ elected president, and serving
at least once as a delegate to the Democratic national commit-
tee. He died of consumption in 1885 when Robert was ten years
old, leaving no savings for the support of his family. The
Frost grandparents offered a home to their daughter-in-law and
Mrs. Frost returned to the east where she taught school in
..
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Lawrence, Massachusetts,
"Once By The Pacific”, a poem which Mr, Frost indicates
was written while he was in California, is almost the only
evidence he has recorded of the impression the early west-coast
years made upon him. It does not give any details of his life
but is a vivid picture of a stormy day on the Pacific coast,
revealing the early development of his acute perception of
natural phenomena. He says of the ocean:
Great waves looked over others coming in,
And thought of doing something to the shore
That water never did to land before.
-
Robert Frost drifted through grammar school in Lawrence,
Massachusetts and with quickening interest in his books during
his high school years, worked himself up to the rank of co-
valedictorian of his graduating class with Elinor Miriam White,
his childhood sweetheart. He was already writing poetry and
had succeeded in having a poem nublished in The Independent.
His grandfather sent him to Dartmouth but the boy disliked the
courses and left in a few months to go to work in a Lawrence
mill as a bobbin-boy: about as low on the industrial ladder as
it was possible to start.
He has written one poem, ”A Lone Striker’*, which aptly
describes his attitude toward factory work and indicates that
his love of nature which had always been strong, was drawing
1 Ibid., p. ^14.
.,
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him away from the city. Whether he himself was actually the
“tardy one“ who “failed to make the closing gate” and conse-
quently was locked outside for half an hour and docked for
the time lost, is not told us, but certainly it is Robert Frost
who says, as though he were the one standing outside the closed
gate
:
Ke knew another place, a wood
And in it, tall as trees, were cliffs;
And if he stood on one of these,
’ Twould be among the tops of trees,
2
And it is reminiscent of the boy who left the lecture
halls of Dartmouth to be independent, even though only as a
bobbin-boy, that the speaker in the poem should continue:
If—if he stood l Enough of ifsl
He knew a path that needed walking;
Nor was this just a way of talking
To save himself the expense of doing.
With him it boded action, deed.
But he said then and still would say
If there should ever come a day
When industry seemed like to die
Because he left it in the lurch
• •••••••••••
Come get him--they knew where to search.
3
The bobbin-boy career was short-lived. Frost left the
mill and tried his hand at teaching Latin in the Lawrence
school where his mother taught. He took a walking tour of the
2 Ibid.
,
page 355
•
3 Lac, cit.
.... .
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Bouth and returned still without any settled ideas as to what
he wanted to do for a career. Indeed, he seems to have had
only one definite idea of the future through his youth, that
was to spend it with Elinor White. He tried to persuade her
to leave 3t. Lawrence University to marry him but she refused
and he had to wait until she graduated in 1895 * They were
married then, though Robert continued to drift from one odd
job to another. He was writing poetry all this time but it
was not in the popular style and the editors were not inter-
ested in printing it. Frost tried editing a weekly paper
himself, for a short time, as one of his many attempts to find
a way to earn a living that would be congenial as well as
lucrative.
In 1897, his grandfather decided to try once more to
give him a college education; he sent him to Harvard where he
studied for two years, but the strain of maintaining student
activities and a family life at the same time made him lose
interest and he returned to Lawrence in 1899 with his wife and
son, Eliot. By this time his poetry was beginning to appear
occasionally in The Youth ! s Companion and Forum .
Evidently the elder Frosts had despaired of their
grandson ever learning a profession, for they made a final
effort to help Robert to find some way of supporting his family
and purchased him a farm in Derry, New Hampshire. It was not
a very good farm, but as good as the grandfather cared to risk
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aii investment in for his wandering grandson. Here Robert
Frost proceeded to startle the neighbors with his unorthodox
farming methods, such as milking late at night in order to be
able to sleep late in the morning.
One characteristic is already apparent in Frost's char-
acter, namely, his independence of thought and action. The
opinions of other people never worried him. He was searching
for his place in life and it didn’t bother him that what to
him was a serious trial-and-error seeking, seemed to his neigh-
bors and relatives to be a drifting, spineless disposition.
He knev«/ himself and that seemed, and still seems, to him,
quite an adequate amount of knowledge by which to pattern his
life.
He struggled for six years on the Derry farm, writing
poetry on the side; then Pinkerton Academy was sufficiently
impressed by his work to offer him the position of English
teacher, which he accepted and held for five years.
In 1911-12 he went to the State Normal Scxhool at
Plymouth, New Hampshire to teach psychology. His desire to
be a poet was crystallizing during these struggling years and
in 1912, finding a buyer for his farm, he sold out and in one
last gamble, took his family to England where he made the ac-
quaintance of other modern poets 1 Ezra Pound, ¥. W. Gibson,
L. Abercrombie and their group. Moving in their friendly
circle gave him the courage to strike out for himself; he
c_ o
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published his first volume, A Boy's Will, in London in 1913 *
Poetic reviews in England were enthusiastic in their praise of
this unknown poet. In 1914, Edward Thomas wrote:
He (Frost) sympathizes where Wordsworth contemplates.
He knows the life of which he writes rather as Dorothy
'Wordsworth did. 4
Lascelles Abercrombie, in reviewing his second book,
North of Boston , in 1914, said of his work:
It is poetry composed, as far as possible, in a
language of things. (Italics in original.) Hr. Frost...
. seems trying to capture and hold within metrical
patterns the very tones of speech....
5
A Boy's 'Will sold well, but Mr. Frost received no
royalties from it and was led, for expediency's sake, to lea.se
a small farm in Gloucestershire, near the homes of Gibson and
Abercrombie, in 1914. This move was of material value in con-
serving his financial resources and enabled him to stay in
England long enough to publish his second book, North of Boston ,
which is perhaps his best known volume. It is, as he says, a
book of people, and its vivid pictures of New England farmers
have received favorable comment in many countries. The book
was published in America in 1915 and when Frost returned that
same year, he was acclaimed as a great American poet.
4 From The English Review
.
Vol. l8 :l, pp. 14-2-43 , August
1914. Cited by R. Thornton, Ibid .
.
p. 29 .
z
J From an unsigned review in The Nation (London) Vol.
15:11, pp. 423-24, June 13, 1914. Cited by K. Thornton, Ibid .
.
pp. 26 & 27 .
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.Robert Frost had now found the combination of dwelling-
place and work that was most congenial to him. He bought a
farm outside Franconia, New Hampshire, where he wrote poetry
for a living and farmed for recreation.
In 1910 ) he published fountain Interval and the same
year was made professor of English at Amherst College. In
his classes he evidenced the same independence of action that
has already been noted in his early life. He conducted in-
formal seminars in which he concentrated upon drawing out
individual students rather than trying to follow a rigidly
prescribed course of study.
In 19175 he tried his hand at a one-act drama, A Wav Cut,
which has the same type of back-country character in it as is
found in his poetry.
He moved to a larger farm at South Shaftsbury, Vermont,
in 1920 and while living there, helped found the Bread Loaf
School of English at Bread Loaf Mountain, as part of Middle-
bury College. He became “poet in residence" at the University
of B;iichigan in 1921, conducting classes three days a week with
the understanding that the rest of his time would be free for
his writing. This arrangement did not work out too success-
fully, it seems, for Frost remarked of it, that since it took
him “three days to get unscrewed and three more to get screwed
up again", there really wasn't time for much writing.
The year 1923 saw the appearance of a collection of
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some of his previously published poems in a volume called
Selected Poems, and a new volume entitled New Hampshire. This
book earned him the title of New England's most authentic poet,
and he was awarded the Pulitzer Prize in 1924.
Robert Frost returned to Amherst College in 1925; then
in 1926, he went back to his farm in Vermont. The Selected
Poems was revised in 1928 and a new book. West Running Brook,
was published the same year.
There was a space of eight years before his next volumes
appeared. In 19^6, he published From Snow to Snow, a collection
of some of his earlier poems, arranged with a poem for each
month: and a new volume, A Further Range.
Mrs. Frost died in 1938. Of their five children, three
had died before 1942. In 1942, The Witness Tree appeared.
This volume is a bit more outspokenly philosophical than his
earlier works. It contains some nature poetry, but there are
no character portraits of New England farmers, and there are
several poems which deal with subjects outside New England.
Here, too, we notice that there is a deepening sense of sadness
in the nature poetry. In "The Wind and the Rain", he writes:
Rain was the tears adopted by my eyes
That have none left to stay.o
6 Collected Foerns of Robert Frost, p. 442.
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And again in "The Quest of the Purple Fringed", as he
writes of his search for this shy flower and of finally finding
it; he states that he "only looked":
Then I arose and silently wandered home,
And I for one
Said that the fall might come and whirl of leaves,
For summer was done,/
7
Robert Frost once said that "a poem begins with a lump
in the throat".0 It is particularly true for these poems in
the first volume published after the death of Mrs. Frost.
They not only begin with a lump in the throat but they produce
a lump in the throat of the reader as he catches the sense of
restrained grief breaking through the words of the poet when
he describes his lonely walks about the fields of the farm.
There has been one recent book, A Masque of Reason ,
published in 1945, which tells the story of Job and his wife
in a fantastic after-world where they question God regarding
His reasons for putting Job to such a severe test when he was
on earth. There is much sly wit tucked into the dialogue
and a considerable number of delightful philosophical asides
on present day conditions.
He has also published two or three poems in The Virginia
,/uar ter 1v Revi ew for Winter 1946, one of which, entitled
"Directive", expresses the feeling of confusion which World
7 Ibid.
,
p.444.
8 Current Biography ? H. W. Wilson Co. N.Y. 1942. Max-
ine Black, editor, p.282.
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War II produced in so many of our contemporary poets. In
"Directive” Frost advises his readers:
Bach out of all this now too much for us,
Bach in a time made simple by the loss
Of detail. . .
.
There is a house that is no more a house
Upon a farm that is no more a farm
Weep. .
.
...for the house that is no more a house,
But only a belilaced cellar hole
• •••••••••••••
Here are your waters and your watering place
Drinh and be whole again beyond confusion./
In this poem Robert Frost has turned bach to his
original theme of the deserted New Bngland farms and is point-
ing them out as a place where swift change has ceased and the
quiet ' tahing-over 1 of the empty cellar-holes by nature sug-
gests a relief from confusion. But it is a lonely peace, with
a hint of nostalgia for the days when a house and people made
the spot a bustling fragment of a lively world. It is the hind
of peace that old folh seeh when they are bewildered by a
world that seems to be leaving them behind.
1946.
9 The Virginia Quarterly Review , Vol.22, #1:1-4, Jan.,
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CHAPTER III
A SURVEY OF SOME CRITICAL STUDIES OF ROBERT FROST
Critical interpretations of Robert Frost’s work have
been many and diverse, and each critic appears confident that
he has found the true significance of Frost’s poetry.
There are, of course, some points of common agreement.
Frost’s excellence as a poet has been too widely acclaimed for
contemporary critics to attempt any reasonable denial, however
greatly they may differ in their explanation of the basis for
his excellence.
Most of the critics are agreed that Frost has distinguished
himself in writing in the language of the people of the New
England farming districts. A possible exception to this
opinion is found in the words of Amy Lowell, who said:
Mr. Frost gives us no such delicious bits of humour
as James Russell Lowell’s:
We're curus critters: Now ain't jes' the minute
That ever fits us easy while we're in it.
Bpeech like that is of the essence of New England.
Picturesque words, quaintly turned to half conceal, half
reveal, a solemn truth.... and yet Mr. Frost has ignored
it absolutely. He feels the people, but he has no ear
for their peculiar tongue.”!
! From Tendencies in Modern American Poetry, The Mac-
millan Company, New York, 1917 . pp. 125-26V
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. ,
The critics also appear to agree that Frost's depiction
of New England people, whether they like them or not, is out-
standing.
The variation of opinion regarding Robert Frost has
arisen in the interpretation of his poems and the analysis of
his country people.
He has been called a symbolist, a realist, a mystic,
a classicist, a humanist, an impressionist, and a Puritan.
nmong those who consider Frost's symbolism an important
contribution to modern literature are: Mark Van Doren,
2
J.
McBride Dabbs, 3 Alfred Kreymborg,4 Elizabeth Shipley Sergeant,
5
Cornelius Weygandt, 0 Karl Schwarz,? James Southall Wilson,
8
2 In The American Scholar . Vol. 5 s2 ? pp* 190-98? Spring,
1936. Cited by Richard Thornton, recognition of Robt. Frost .
3 In The Yale Review, Vol. 23 : 3 ? pp. 514-20, Spring, 1934
Cited by R. Thornton, Ibid .
4 In Our Singing Strength, Coward, McCann, Inc., 1929*
Cited by R. Thornton, Ibid .
5 In Fire Under the Andes
.
Alfred A. Knopf, 1927 . Cited
by R. Thornton, Ibid .
0 In The White Hills
.
Henry Holt <1 Co., N.Y., 1917.
Cited by R. Thornton, Ibid.
7 In Hochschule una Ausland, Vol. 13:3? March 1935?
Cited by R. Thornton, Ibid .
3 In Virginia Quarterly Review . Vol. 7:2, pp. 316-20.
April, 1931« Cited by R. Thornton, Ibid .
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Bdward Garnett, 9 Ludwig Lewisohn,10 and Russell Blankenship,
H
Representative of their view are the words of Lark Van
Doren:
He... is something of a Symbolist. He deals... in
indirection. The thing he seems to be talking about is
never quite what* he means to be talking about. He
selects an object, an animal, a person, a life, or
whatever other thing he likes, and makes it a symbol of
something else which is larger or deeper than itself,
so that as we read him we seem to see behind or through
his subject matter, and derive a pleasure from so doing P-
J. LcBride Dabbs has expressed this view more emphatic-
ally, perhaps, when he said:
If true symbolism arises, as Goethe maintained,
’whenever the particular represents the general, not as
dream and shadow, but as a living and instantaneous
revelation of the inscrutable’, Robert Frost is a true
symbolist. .. .Better than other poets I know, Frost
selects those details of scene or action that, for me
symbolize life. 13
Cornelius heygandt stated: "Often when he is most ob-
vious he is fullest of hidden meanings." 14'
9 In The Atlantic monthly , Vol. 116:2, pp. 214-224, ^ug.
19155 cited by Richard Thornton, Ibid .
10 In Repression in America , Harper & Bros. 1932. Cited
by R. Thornton, Ibid
.
11 In American Literature , Henry Holt & Co., 1931* Cited
by R. Thornton, Ibid.
12
~ The American Scholar , Cited by R. Thornton, Ibid .
page 9 .
!3 The Yale Review . Cited by R. Thornton, Ibid .
,
p. 122.
14 The ./Rite Hills, Henry Holt., Cited by R. Thornton,
ibid.
, p. 71 .
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Karl Schwarz suggested further:
The stark symbolism of the poet is inherent in them
(the poems)} a symbolism (that is) a genuine one, be-
cause living unity joins with a knowledge of things and
the experience of man. 15
In an attempt to suggest new illustrations of Frost’s
symbolism, Van Doren and Kreymborg have gone to unnecessary
extremes. Van Doren offered Frost’s poem, "The Kunaway" as
"a complete reminder of a universe full of young, lost things,
of a universe in which every creature, indeed, lives touchingly
and amusingly alone . "16
Despite Van Doren’s further assertion that "there is no
human being alive who would miss this (meaning) in the poem,"
it is not at all clear to the present writer that such a sym-
bolic meaning can be read into this delightful poem-picture of
a baby colt alone in a pasture during his first snow storm.
Kreymborg ’s choice of illustrative symbolism was equally
strained. He selected two lines from Frost’s poem, "Our Sing-
ing Strength," lifting them from their context to make them
appear more fitting for the meaning he was drawing from them:
"Some that have come too far north back away}
Really a very few to build and stay. 17"
These lines, he averred, symbolized "the heroic struggle
15 Hochschule und .ms land . Cited by R. Thornton, Ibid
.
,
p. 286.
The American Scholar
, Cited by Thornton, Ibid., p.10.
^ Collected Poems of Rojoert Frost, p . 297 .
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of our artists;" the poem as a whole, was "symbolical of the
wintry conditions American poets have had to contend with
throughout our history. "18
If the two lines quoted are read in their proper rela-
tionship to the rest of the poem, it is difficult to find in
them the symbolism Kreymborg has implied:
In spring, more mortal singers than belong
To any one place cover us with song,
T'hrush, bluebird, blackbird, sparrow, and robin throng
Some to go further north to Hudson’s Bay
Some that he ve come too far* north bac k away
,
r-eallv a very few to build and stay . 19
The poem itself contains lines which suggest more ob-
viously and reasonably, what may have been Frost’s meaning
behind the story:
They could find nothing open but the road
So there they let their lives be narrowed in
By thousands the bad weather made akin. 20
Close reading of Frost's poetry makes it more and more
apparent, that when he had a specific ’lesson’ to offer, he
hinted at its existence in a manner that could not be mistaken
eas ily
•
In his introduction to Bdward Arlington Robinson’s
volume, King Jasper « Frost said that when friends pounce on a
1° Cur Singing otrength , cited by Thornton, p. 237-
-9 Collected Poems of Robert Frost
, p, 297 .
20 Ibid
.
,
p.297-298.
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poet:
to drag you off your balance over the last punctu-
ation mark into more than you meant to say, by insisting:
"I understand the poem all right, but please tell me
what is behind it?" ouch presumption needs to be twink-
led at and baffled. The answer must be, "If I had wanted
you to know I should have told you in the poem. "“-I
When Russell Llankenship suggested that in "Mending Wall"
one can "find beneath the briefly told story of a commonplace
'chore' on a New England farm, the eternal conflict between
the old and new," 22 the reader is aware of the reasonableness
of his statement, because Frost has suggested this very fact
in the poem, when he says of his neighbor:
He moves in darkness as it seems to me,
Hot of woods only and the shade of trees.
He will not go behind his father's saying, 2 ^
Frost's words in many of his poems seem to illustrate
clearly, the method the poet uses to present his thought. For
example, in "The Bonfire", he states:
Haven't you heard what we have lived to learn?
Hothing so new—something we had forgotfen:
War is for everyone . for children , too .^'
Or in "Mowing'*
:
The fact is the sweetest dream that labor knows.
My long scythe whispered and left the hay to make. 2 5
2
-*- Robinson, King Jasper
. MacMillan Co., 1935) H.Y.
Introduction, pp. 5-10.
22
rmier ican Literature . cited by Thornton, p. 223.
2
1
J Collected Poems of Robert Frost, p.48.
24 Ibid
. ,
p. 166.
2 5" Ibid
.
,
p. 25.
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Or again in "The Trial By Existence":
Tis of the essence of' life here,
Though we choose greatly, still to lack
The lasting memory at all clear,
That life has for us on the wrack
,
Nothing but what we somehow chose
Or "The Tuft of Flowers":
'Men work together,' I told him from the heart,
'Whether they work together or apart. ,27
Frost does not always express his serious meaning in
one or two lines, as he has in the poems chosen for illustra-
tion, but he does suggest the meaning too plainly for most
readers to miss it. There does not appear to be any necessity
for his critics to go as far afield as they have in their
search for examples of his symbolism.
The group of critics who consider Frost a realist in-
cludes Ail ty Lowell, who has said: "the strand which Lr. Frost
exemplifies in the woven cord of modern poetry is poetic
realism"28j John Farrar*: "Eis poetry is a simple facing of the
facts of life" 29; G. Day Lewis, who speaks of Frost's "earnest
2& ILiti * ? P* 30*
^7 Ibid
. , p. 32 .
From a review in The Few Republic « Vol. 2:l6, pp.8l-
82, February 20, 1915; Cited by R. Thornton, Recognition of
aobert Frost, pp. 80-8l.
From a volume of anonymous sketches edited by John
Farrar, George H. Doran, 1924. Cited by Richard Thornton,
Ibic
. , p. 167 .
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love for things as they are"30; Paul Angle: "It is this con-
!
viction that the words were actually spoken... that confirms
} the mood of truthfulness in all Frost's verse" 31; Sidney Cox:
"Not only the language but the souls of Yankee men and women
appear as they are upon mr. Frost's pages"3-; Bzra Pound: "Ke
has given their life honestly and seriously. He has never
|
turned aside to make fun of it. He has taken their tragedy as
j
tragedy, their stubbornness as stubbornness "33
;
Narfel, Gabriel,
and hilliams: "He is "a poetic realist" who probes beneath the
surface for an insight into the spring of human characters" 34
;
and Ludwig Lewisohn, who stated: "Ke desires, in brief, to get
back to essentials; to strip speech as well as things of vain
delusion, false heightening, inorganic adornment. "35
T. K. V/hipple,36 Gorham B. Lunson37, ana James Southall
3^ Jonathan_Cape edition, Selected Poems , cited by
Thornton, p. 301, ibid .
3 1 Ibid.
, p. 306 .
32 The New Neaublic, Vol. 12:147, pp.109-11, Aug.25, 1917
cited by Thornton, Ibid
.
, p. 158 .
33 in Poeory: A Lagazine of Verse , Vol. 5 : 3? pp.127-130,
Dec., 1914. Cited by Thornton, Ibid., p. 51*
34 The American yind, American Book Company, N«Y.1937,
P. 1339.
expression in nmerica . Harper & Bros., 1932
,
Cited by
Thornton, Ibid., p., 215 .
3^ Spokesmen: Nodern writers & mnerican Life ,D. Appleton
Century Co., 1928 . Cited by Thornton, Ibid .
« p. 212ff.
37 -aobert Frost , Doubleday, Doran & Co. 1927 . Cited by
Thornton, Ibid., p.201.
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Wilson, who recognized Frost’s symbolic qualities, 38 also have
acknowledged that he is a realist in his view of life,
Robert Frost has qualified his identification as a real-
ist, He said:
There are two types of realist—the one who offers
a good deal of dirt with his potato to show that it is
a real one; and the one who is satisfied with the potato
brushed clean. I’m inclined to be the second kind. 39
James Southall Wilson has also said of Frost’s poetry:
Sometimes there has been read into certain of Frost’s
poems a mysticism which he would not grant he had put
there. It is there,. for the mind that sees it there.
^
And Ernest Erwin Leisy stated: "He has spoken of himself
as a mystic who states always a part for the whole. ”41
In contrast to this view, W. H. Auden remarked:
His oems on natural objects... are always concerned
with them, not as foci for mystical meditation, or start-
ing points for fantasy, but as things with which and on
which man acts in the course of the daily work of gain-
ing a livelihood. 42
Gorham Huns on considered Frost a sort of classicist. He
38 vir- ;inia Quarterly heview, Vol. 7 : 2, cited by H.
Thornton, Ibid .
, p.239.
39 Cited by L. Untermeyer in Aodern American Coetry ,
oixth revised edition, Karcourt, Brace & Co. Cited by Thornton,
Ibid.
,
p.207.
40 gee footnote #38 above. Thornton p.239.
41 American Literature , Thomas Y. Crowell Co., N.Y. 1929,
> page 227.
AO
_Jonathan Cape edition, Selected Poems
.
Cited by
Thornton, Recognition of Robert Frost
, p. 294.
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said:
Frost proves that a species of classicism resting
on personal discovery is still possible.... Frost is
an observer of the law of probability and the law of
measure and decorum. 43
Ludwig Lewisohn believed that:
Frost’s revolt against convention in both substance
and form may be called the classical revolt, for it is
the recurrent return from artifice to expression, from
accepted falsehoods to veracity, from fashions to
nature. 44-
David Lambuth suggested the view of those who regard
Frost as a humanist, when he said, '‘The only substance and mean-
ing of Robert Frost’s poetry is human life. ,,4 5
Edward Garnett stated:
The attentive reader will soon discover that kr.
Frost’s cunning impressionism produces a subtle cumula-
tive effect, and that by his use of pauses, digressions
and the crafty envisagement of his subject at fresh
angles, he secures a pervading feeling. of the mass and
movement and elusive force of nature .
^
Several critics felt that Frost’s poetry had been in-
fluenced by his Puritan background. Elizabeth Shipley sergeant
said:
43 See footnote #17, nase 21. Ibid., dp. 202-201.
^ Expression in America, cited by Thornton, Ibid.
, p.214
45 From Robert Frost: A Bibliography, by W. B. Shubrick
Clymer end Chas. R. Green, (Jones Library, imiherst, 1937) Cited
by R. Thornton, Ibid., p.142.
46 Virginia iuarterlv Review, Vol. 7:2, cited bv R.
Thornton, Ibid., p.19.
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The inhibitions and reticences of the... Puritan
Frost have imposed on the sensuous singing Frost that
austere and elegant poetical outline of his . ^7
Halford E. Luccock wrote:
(Frost) celebrates a Puritan individualism... his
poetry affirms the dignity of the life of the individual
.... It is... an affirmation of love for and faith in
a world of fixed personal and moral values. 48
In opposition to this view, Carl Van Doren, writing in
American and British Literature Since 1890 0 stated:
Puritan as Kobert Frost's tradition may be, he
singularly lacks the Puritan modes of judgment, and he
sets forth departures from the common code of Yankee
life without rancor.49
Helen Cohen considered Frost's characters Puritans, also.
She commented:
The spare life of remote farms... the strained
emotions of the Puritan fallen on evil days... these
themes are recurrent in whatever form of literary art
Kobert Frost chooses to employ. 50
Bruce Weirick agreed with Miss Cohen. He said:
Puritanism is presented as causing much of the de-
cadence of American life, of the futility that...made
Frost's characters inert.... 51
47 Fire Under The Andes, cited by Thornton, Ibid., p.l5l.
^ American Mirror, Macmillan Company, N.Y. 1940. p.110.
49 American and British Literature Since 1890
,
The Cen-
tury Co., N.Y. 1925 .
50 More One Act Plays By Modern Author s
,
"A Way Out"
,
preface. Harcourt, Brace and Co., Chicago, 1927 .
^ From Whitman to Sandburg in American Poetry, The
Macmillan Co., N.Y.
,
1939* p. 196 .
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)
Mr. Untermeyer has offered his unique characterization
of Frost as a "revisionist":
I would call him a revisionist. It is the power
not only to restate but to revise too easily accepted
statements which is one of his great qualities, and it
has been overlooked to a surprising degree. 52
Perhaps the best explanation of these divergent views
is given in Mr. Untermeyer* s further words:
All the designations are plausible, all have some
justification, and none is a satisfactory measure of
the man. 53
Even more clearly explanatory is Frost *s own statement
that he is a synecdochist, believing in presenting "the part
for the whole. "54- Were he exclusively a member of any one of
the schools of thought to which he has been assigned, his area
of appeal would be noticeably narrowed. His greatness lies in
his successful presentation of the "part for the whole"; his
genius is revealed in his choice of the "part" to be presented.
Ke has the unique insight which enables him to select with de-
ceptive simplicity, the essential part of each of his characters
that is common to mankind, and without sacrificing the individ-
ual personality, to reveal just enough of the universal element
to create a sense of familiarity in the reader, regardless of
his background. It is as Frost already has said, "the initial
52 Modern American Poetry, Fifth Rev. Edition, Harcourt,
Brace & Co., 1936. Cited by Thornton, Recognition of Frost, p.lo2,
^3 ibid. , 15 . l8l.
54 See footnote and reference, #2, Chapter I,
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delight of remembering something you didn’t know you knew; "55
the joy of finding something that seems new, yet familiar.
In this genius for revealing universal human attributes
within clearly delineated personalities, Frost evidences a
fragment of the quality which has made Chaucer and Shakespeare
immortal.
Not only do the critics of Frost differ in their esti-
mates of his basic thought, but their analyses of his poetic
characters are equally varied.
Almost without exception, the critics agree that Frost
writes from experience. In the words of Bussell Blankenship:
He knows the life of a New England farmer .. .because
he has lived it....He talks interestedly about... all
the daily tasks of the New England farm, and in every
reference and every syllable he gives evidence that
he knows intimately what he is talking about... 5°
The majority of readers also acknowledge that though
Frost writes of New England people, he is writing to a far
larger audience than local New Englanders. Mark Van Doren
stated this universality of appeal thus:
One need not have lived in New England to understand
him. He has induced, it happens, a nostalgia for New
England in persons who never saw the place.... His voice
is immediately recognizable anywhere as a human voice. 57
55 Collected Poems of Robert Frost
.
Preface.
5° American Literature . cited by Thornton, recognition
) of -lobert Frost . Ibid.
,
p.224.
57 The American scholar
. cited by Thornton, Ibid .
.
p. 13 .
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Harriet I.'unro has added:
...his art, plunging beneath surfaces and accidents,
seizes upon the essential, the typical, in the relations
of men and women with each other and with the earth,
the sky, and all that lives and moves between them.
Such art passes local boundaries as lightly as in an
airplane, and swings out into wider circles of time and
space.
%
James Southall Wilson said, "he is individual in a uni-
versal sense. "59 And Mark Van Doren has expressed it also in
these further words:
Being a genuine poet he has written poems which are
shrewd or wise or beautiful in themselves and which may
be of. interest to readers who know nothing of Hew Eng-
land.'60
G. R. Elliott suggested: "Mr. Frost has become more
deeply representative than many poets who have set themselves
at catching the spirit of our age."8l
For even more concrete expression of this point of view,
a third quotation from Mark Van Doren is an excellent example:
Mr. Frost’s place is and always has been singularly
central. .. .His range has been great enough to carry him
close to all the corners, yet he has never quite crossed
a line.... The result (italics in original) is a splid-
arity of position almost unique in poetry today.
58 Poets and Their Art. Macmillan Co., N.Y. 1926, p. 58.
59 Virginia Quarterly Review , Vol. 7:2, cited by Thorntnn
recognition of Robert Frost, p. 243.
6° See footnote #57, page 28.
61 nation. Vol. 109 :2840,pp.713-l5. Dec. 5, 1919.
Cited by R. Thornton, Ibid .
.
p.l86.
82
The American Scholar , cited by Thornton, Ibid
. ,
p.4.
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There are two main groups among the critics of Robert
frost 1 s characters: those who consider his country people to
be sturdy, realistic, though sometimes unlovely, farmers, and
those who feel they are a warped, half-mad remnant of a dead
civilization. The facts suggest a modification of both views
might be more accurate.
Munson has taken the happier view, perhaps, when he
stated that:
Frost’s people are humble, but they speak a language
and utter feelings appropriate to them: they are re-
strained by conventions which are inherently worthy of
respect, and the result is decorum in the true sense. °3
Wilson added:
(They are) men and women, quiet, unmoved, and sound
in heart and head; who never get on the front pages of
the paper or run to the pier to meet the European celeb-
rity. . . .64
Feuillerot said:
The people who interest him and those by whom his
poems are inhabited are almost exclusively Yankee farmers
and their wives, farm laborers, and from time to time
the minister, himself half a farmer.
Among others holding closely allied views to these were:
George F. Whicher, who spoke of Frost’s characters as:
63 spokesmen : Modern 'writers and American Life , cited by
Thornton, Ibid
.
,
p. 202.
^4 Lee footnote #59 ) page 29 .
From an article in the ’’Revue des deux Mondes”
,
Ser. 7
Vol. 17:1? pp. 185-210. Sept. 1, 1923* Cited by Thornton, Ibid.,
p. 272 .
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New Englanders still living in the native' tradition,
integers who thought for themselves and spoke their
minds with humorous indirection. .. .Behind the poetry is
a way of living too deeply inbred to be denied, an
instinct for completeness too human to be forgotten . 00
John Haines: "He writes of New England farmers and their
underlings much in the same way, and with the like insight as
Wordsworth wrote of the Cumbrian ’statesmen 1 and cottagers. . .07;
Sidney Cox, who stated: ’’Intense, imaginative sympathy suffuses
hr. Frost's poems of people'.'68; James Southall V/ilson: "they
are never remembered as imagined but as actual people "69; and
hark Van Doren, who remarked that Frost "has not dealt with
them sentimentally nor... in the manner of a visitor to these
communities who regards them as museums of odd characters and
strange dialects. "70
Gorham B. Lunson has suggested by way of explanation of
Frost's Characters:
The man that Frost treats is situated in a tamed
wilderness and is disciplined by it. (They are not)
66 From The Amherst Record, July 14, 1937* Cited by
R. Thornton, Ibid., p.100.
67 From the Gloucester Journal, Feb. 2, 1935? cited by
Thornton, Ibid
.
,
p. 96 .
cq
From The hew -.epublic , Vol. 12:147, pp.109-11, Aug.
25, 1917* Oited b^ Thornton, Ibid., p. 159*
69 Virginia quarterly heview , cited by Thornton, ibid
.
,
page 240.
American and British Literature Since 1890 * p. 21.
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grandiose or expansive. Their bodies have been con-
tracted and hardened by sweating toil, their emotions
are rock-like, and their minds achieve a good dogged
horse sense.... Out of a settled social framework, an
honest necessary struggle for existence, and a fair
amount of well-being
,
something like a representative
man can emerge.... In such a state the acquisitive im-
pulse gets no favoring head start and instead of haste
we find reticence and deliberation characteristic. 71
Harry H. Warfel and his colleagues held that Frost had
Arny Lowell favored an opposite view, saying:
I find his people untrue to type in one important
particular. In none of tnem do we find tnat ungency
of thought or expression which is so ingrained in the
hew Lngland temper. Characters and situations impress
him, speech does not. 73
It is interesting to compare Mr. Frost* s own statement
They call me a dialect poet.... it was never my aim
to keep to any special speech, unliterary vernacular,
or slang ... .What I have been after from the first.... is
tones of voice. I've wanted to write down certain-
brute throat noises so that no one could miss them in
my sentences ... .They have been my observation and my
subject matter. 74
cited by Thornton, --ecomition of _iobert Frost
.
p. 101.
concerning the speech of his characters:
Common Sense
K. W. Wilson Company, N.Y. page 282.
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Ezra Pound admits that Frost's people are real and that
they speak as he has portrayed them. Pound adds with a touch
of candor, !i I don't want much to meet them, but I know that
they exist. "75
These are all frank admissions that Frost's characters
are ordinary people who are at home in their environment and
live locally normal, if restricted, lives, in the majority of
cases
.
There is a considerable group of critics who seem con-
vinced that realistic and vivid as Frost's descriptions are,
they are descriptions of peculiar and restricted people found
nowhere but in the narrow confines of the New England hills;
a sort of 'missing-link' between modern civilization and the
aboriginal savages.
G. R. Elliott spoke of their "narrow and unrelieved
lives'^; Grant C. Knight said: "Lr. Frost is compelled to
speak of blighted lives, of defeated hopes"??; Caroline Ford
called Frost's New England, "the scene of a diminishing farm
population, ... one where fear and poverty form the axis of many
lives.... a region inhabited by many unhappy individuals "78;
75 Poetry : A i..a. az ine of Verse, cited by Thornton, Re -
cognition of nobert Frost
, p. 12B.
77 American Literature and Culture
,
N.Y.
, 1932, Roy Long
and Rich rd Smith, Inc., page 469.
The Nation, Vol. 1G9 s 2840. Cited by Thornton, p. 190.
7^ The Less Travel-ed Road , Harvard U. Press. 1935. Cited
by Thornton, Ibid,
,
p. 196
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T. K. Whipple suggested: "Even his people are etchings or wood-
cuts--droll, bizarre, sometimes pathetic
‘
79
;
John Farrar con-
sidered his whole body of writing illustrative of "a decaying
and degenerating hew England" 1 ^
;
Alfred Kreymborg speaking of
Frost, wrote: "Nor did moribund hew England, with its deserted
farms and broken or stunted people, impress him with total
tragedy, "Si- Bruce Weirick called it "a tired civilization, go-
ing to seed," and added, "Life here has lost its ... .meaning.
It is but a vacillation between the hard-tack view that "good
fences make good neighbors" and an imagination brooding on
death, and shattering itself in futility or insanity. "^2
Elizabeth Shipley Sergeant wrote of the "spare human
figures" moving across Frost's hew England landscape . 63
Clement Wood declared that "the old hew England. .. .died of a
transfusion of its best blood to the . . .West. " Frost's charac-
ters, he added, are the "sparse human backwaters" of this old
^6 Spokesmen : Lodern Writers & American Life, cited by
Thornton, Ibid
.
,
p. 213.
o0 anonymous sketches edited by John Farrar, cited by
Thornton, Ibid., p. 169.
®1 Our Singing Strength , cited by Thornton, Ibid
.
,
p.234.
ftp
'iL~ From ..hitman to Sandburg in Americ an Foetry
, pp. 183-89.
°3 Fire Under the Andes , cited by Thornton, Recognition
of Robert Frost
, p. 152 .
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Few England, "starving into the asylum or the cemetery." "The
effect of Frost’s stories", he continued, "is that they are
largely pointless: which merely points to the fact that he is
the unleafed laureate of a people living and dying pointlessly1!^
VZ. H. Auden remarked:
Frost returns again and again to the odd country
character, to the deranged, to the unsuccessful, to
those who do not live by the ordinary standards of
material profit
.
Percy Boynton has written of Frost's characters that
they "are products of duress and adversity. They live in a
country which has come to old age on arid tradition. They are
unacquainted with song or play. He added: "Hard pride chid
grim endurance have lined their faces, labor has bowed their
backs, and inbreeding has done the rest. "^7
He considered them the same people as ./hittier had des-
cribed one hundred years before:
Church-goers, fearful of the unseen Powers,
But grunting over pulpit tax and pew-rent,
Caving, as shrewd economists, their souls
And winter pork, with the least possible outlay
Of salt and sanctity; in daily life
Poets of America, E. P. Dutton & Comnanv, H.Y. 1Q25.
pages 143 & 156 .
85 Jonathan Cape editions, Delected Poems, cited bv
Thornton, p. 297 •
^ oome Contemporary Americans, Chicago, U. of Chicago
Press, 1924
,
page 44.
°7 loc.cit.
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Showing as little actual comprehension
Of Christian charity and love and duty
As if the Sermon on the Mount had been
Out-dated like a last year's almanac. 00
Paul Angle said of these people of Frost's New England:
They had lived on the same land till the life was
sucked out of it and the .'lough harvested only rocks,
and the barns had wooden cages in the darkest corners
where the minds that had cracked under in-breeding
and the lonely, repressive life in remote valleys,...
gibbered their lives away.^9
Amy Lowell has perhaps, been most extreme in her judg-
ment of Frost's characters and background. Writing of his book,
North of Boston , she said:
Mr. Frost's book reveals a disease which is eating
into the vitals of our Hew England life, at least in
its rural communities ... .His people are leftovers of
the old stock, morbid, pursued by phantoms, slowly sink-
ing to insanity. 9°
In another place, Miss Lowell has written of Frost's
characters: "They are decayed and demoralized; "91 and she
asked: "Is the violence and ugliness of their religious belief
the cause of these twisted and tortured lives?"92
Elizabeth Bhipley Sergeant, however, feels that even
Ibid.
,
page 45 .
89 Jonathan Cape edition, Selected Poems, cited by
Thornton, Aeconnition of Egbert Frost, page 304*
9*° From The Mew Republic . Vol. 2:16, cited by Thornton,
Ibid
. ,
p. 47 .
91 Tendencies in Modern American Poetry? The Macmillan
Co., N.Y., 1917
,
page 121.
9- hoc . cit .
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Page ^7
though they may be "shut in by a moral and physical solitude",
yet they "are somehow 'folk 1 in addition to being real people
and even local 'characters'."^
In contrast to these various opinions concerning the
oecaaent people of back-country Lew England, we have Frost’s
own statement in the poem, "Brown's Descent":
Sometimes as an authority
On motor-cars, I'm asked if I
Should say our stock was petered out,
And this is my sincere reply:
Yankees are what they always were. A 1 '
Frost seldom expresses his own opinion in his work;
in fact, he has often seemed to be writing with his tongue in
his cheek; yet the determined, short-spoken farmer in "Brown's
Descent", appears to be his picture of Yankees as "they always
were".
If Frost's statement that "Yankees are what they always
were" is to be taken at its face value, then it becomes neces-
sary to evaluate the critics' statements with the pictures
Frost has published of country people, and to determine whether
the conception of a dead and decaying New England, is justified
by Frost's poems.
It is the opinion of the writer that the views of some
v3 Fire Under The ^ndes, cited by Thornton, Recognition
of Robert Frost
,
page 152.
Collected Foems of Robert Frost
,
pages 174— 175
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of the critics quoted in this chapter are founded on a false
basis of judgment. They seem to have been measuring the countiy
people of Hew England by urban standards and do now seem to
have recognized that many differences are the results of reason-
able adjustments to a rugged rural environment and were neces-
sary for survival.
It is not just to judge one civilization by the standards
of another, without making allowances for environmental require-
ments .
The writer hopes, in the ensuing chapters, to present
a careful study of Frost’s country people, and to attempt to
discover from the circumstances surrounding the description of
their lives, whether they should be considered normal citizens,
or the peculiar warped personalities that have been suggested
by some of Frost's critics.
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CHAPTER IV
POEMS CONTAINING ONLY MEN CHARACTERS
The purpose of the writer, stated in Chapter I, to
present an analytical study of the country people in Frost’s
poems, has been approached in full recognition of the fact
that some of the delight of illusion may be lost in reducing
these characters to factual description. There is also the
danger that any attempt to delineate specific characteristics
may result in the lessening of the universal appeal by the
unavoidable restrictions such defining terms impose. It is
to be hoped that any such loss will have more than equal com-
pensation in the interpretation of these people against their
own background, as it is believed Mr. Frost saw them.
For purposes of clarity, the men and women characters
have been considered separately, where either was the only
important character in a poem. Where it seemed necessary,
the poems have been placed in a separate chapter and the
characters considered as a unit.
In reading Frost’s character poems, it is noticeable
that he pictures the back-country men as more normal individ-
uals, implying that the women do not adjust as well to this
environment as the men. This is not a matter of prejudice,
••
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as the old country cemeteries in New England bear ample witness.
It was the ordinary procedure for a man to outlive one or even
two wives, so thoroughly ordinary that some districts had a
colloquial saying to the effect that every man should have two
wives to rear a good family, "one to bear , em and one to rear
'em"; although the two phases of family management were seldom
separated as neatly in actual practice.
The New England back-country from which Frost has taken
his subjects still clings to the pioneer standards of hard
work and frugality. The natives of this remote section rise
early and work long hours to save hiring another 'hand 1 . They
patch and 'make-shift* to avoid having to purchase new equip-
ment. investment of capital must go toward building up
the property: a new barn is often desirable - a new sink or
pump in the kitchen, unthinkable. Life on the farm has cen-
tered around the man’s sphere of activity for so many- genera-
tions that farm men have forgotten that women's desires could
ever be anything but ridiculous. The things men need seem
practical and useful; women's interests lean toward putting
flowers into a good vegetable plot, or hanging yards of cloth
at the windows and thus shutting out the light that the windows
were built to let in.
This is perhaps the masculine fault that has done most
to frustrate New England farm women, this over-practical view
that insists upon discarding everything that cannot be soldi
.»
: -_;e 4i
eaten or worn. It has taken bitter toll of farm women who
never seem to have their love of beauty bred out of them.
From the original pioneer days when it was necessary
for the wives to help their husbands in the fields in order
to live, these later descendants have clung to the practice as
an established custom. Any woman who could not keep up her
house, mend, cook, raise a large family, do the ’chores', care
for the vegetable garden, can the produce from it, and when
necessary, help with the haying or cultivating the "north-forty"
was considered not worth her salt. The peak of compliment for
a farm woman was to have the neighbors seriously agree, usually
at the woman's funeral, that she had been "a real good worker".
The equivalent in praise for the man of the house was to be
known as "a good provider".
This is the basis upon which Hew England men and women
have been reared and lived, for several generations. The men
did the marketing; the women stayed at home and "looked after
the place. ” Under such conditions it is not strange that the
women have suffered more in Hew England farm communities than
the men.
Stubbornness is one of the outstanding traits of the
present-day back-country Yankees, probably because only the
most stubborn have remained there. They were brought up under
the standards of a generation ago when it was still considered
the ideal state to be able to work for oneself on a piece of
,c
.
.
.
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of land that belonged to the worker. They have clung to their
rocky farms as the last proof of their independence and respec
tability. Watching the changes taking place around them has
only convinced them that to give up one traditional task on
the farm is a concession of defeat, and implies a lessening of
the security which the farm symbolizes.
The effects of this way of thinking are seen in the
lives of the people of whom Frost has written.
A. Liending Walls
>
In "Mending Walls", Frost seems to be
writing as a 'newcomer’ to the farming country. When he
suggests that walls make good neighbors only where there are
cows, it appears that he does not fully understand the tradi-
tional New England wall. There were several reasons for build
ing walls originally, and some of them are still valid today.
Walls were built to keep cattle in or out of fields, it is
true; but there were other reasons for building them. One was
to dispose of the boulders that were plowed up every year in
the fields. Another was to mark the boundary line between
property. "Walking the line with the adjoining owner to mend
the wall had a two-fold purpose; it was easier to have each
one replace the stones that had rolled down on his side than
for one man to do the work alone; and there had been instances
as every farmer knew, when a shrewd and enterprising owner who
mended the wall alone had been known to move it some few feet
back on the neighbor's side, thus gaining an extra five or
...
.
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ten feet of good soil or timber in an obscure corner. As Paul
Single has expressed it: '‘The people in this region were old
enough to know their neighbour so well as to suspect him."l
Mending walls together, then, is an old New England
custom by which neighbors tacitly admit that they do not trust
each other, yet by their joint action prevent any animosity
from developing. Good fences do make good neighbors.
Another factor underlying the custom of wall-building
is the native New Englander’s attitude of working for future
generations. Frost's statement that his apple trees would
never get across and eat the cones under his neighbor's pines, 2
may have seemed reasonable to him, but not to his neighbor.
He and Frost might not need the wall but someone owning these
farms after them might have cattle and would be glad the wall
was there.
Furthermore, almost every New England farmer has heard
of a neighbor who bought or sold a farm on which the boundaries
could not be settled legally because of the absence of any
boundary marks. Old deeds frequently were written similar to
the following:
From the northeast corner of said property, con-
tinue in a somewhat southerly direction, two hundred
paces more or less to a pine stump; thence easterly
1 From Jonathan Cape edition of Selected Poems, 1936.
Cited by R. Thornton, Recognition of Robert Frost, p.304.
2 Collected Poems of Robert Frost » p. 47.
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three hundred and fifty paces more or less to a stake
and stones, etc.
Such land marks vanish within a few years, but if the
original owner laid a stone wall, the boundary remains intact.
Thus the neighbor in Frost’s poem was not as foolishly
stubborn as he at first appears, in his insistence that '’Good
fences make good neighbors . "3
Stubbornness is a Yankee trait, to be sure, but ’long-
headedness’ is another; that peculiar gift of insight that
enables a man to avoid trouble by seeing its possibilities
ahead of time, whether in maintaining his property, or in
pursuing a ’swapping deal’.
B. Brown’s Descent . Frost’s statement, previously quoted,
that ’’Yankees are what they always were’’, 4 is an excellent
description of the farmer Brovm. It is interesting to note
Frost’s manner of describing the farmer's Yankee traits, in
a single line of poetry: the man sliding over the icy crust,
half-standing to "spare his clothes" and clutching his lantern
so tightly that even when he fell he held it upright and kept
it from going out; trying to keep his dignity as he coasted
down in full view of the villagers below, and ’saying things
3 Collected Poems of Robert Frost
, p • 47
.
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4 Ibid p. 175. See footnote /24, Chapter .'.II
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to himself' —this could be none other than a Yankee.
The Yankee sense of frugality and saving allows no
respite. Even in such a situation as this, Brown remembered
to try to protect his clothes and his dignity. His laconical,
"Well - I - be
,
as he stood in the road two miles below his
farm; then "bowed with grace to natural law," and, saying,
"lie's 'bout out!" as he shook his lantern, took the long way
home; this also is typical of the back-country New Englander. 5
G. B. Lunson, speaking of these farmers, says, "They
are not grandiose or expansive. .. .their emotions are rock-like
and their minds achieve a good dogged horse sense. "6
They have tamed a rugged countryside by dint of physical
struggle and it has made them too weary for fluent speaking.
Every ounce of energy is conserved for the serious business
of forcing a living out of land that responds only to hard
work. Generations bred to this kind of exhausting labor have
produced a native farmer who is as saving of his breath as he
is of his clothes.
Frost has depicted the ingenuity of the Yankee in
"Brown's Descent", in three lines:
He bowed with grace to natural law
5 Ibid., pp. 174-175
0 From Robert Frost: A Study in Sensibility and Common
Sense, Cited by R. Thornton, Recognition of Robert Frosts p.201
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And then went round it (the slope) on his feet,
After the manner of our stock. 7
The only way these farmers have been able to live on
New England farms has been by their ingenious methods of cir-
cumventing the laws of nature that they were unable to annul.
Southern farmers burn smudge pots to protect their fruit from
frost. The Yankee plants his trees on a northern slope to pre-
vent early blossoming.
G. blueberries , "Blueberries" is a clear example of thriftiness
developed to excess. By the "democrat load of all the young
chattering Lorens alive"S out for a drive with their father,
Frost suggests that the Lorens were financially able to afford
a horse and therefore could not have been so poverty-stricken
that they were forced to eat berries to keep from starving.
Loren appears to be the sort of person frequently met
in country districts, who has made such a concentrated habit
of saving that anything free seems to be properly his.
Originating in pioneer days when it was necessary to
take advantage of every wild crop available, the habit has
been handed down from father to son in succeeding generations,
and it is not unusual to find families like the Lorens who have
scoured the countryside for so long, searching for wild berries,
that they have assumed an ownership not rightfully theirs, and
7 Collected Poems of Robert Frost, p. 175*
b Ibid
. , p. 78 .
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|
resent anyone who trespasses on what they consider their prop-
erty, just as the Lorens did.
y They won't be too friendly-they may be polite-
To people they look on as having no right
To pick where tney're pic king.
9
Poverty, whether imagined or real, does not make people
generous; it makes them grasping and selfish; it turns their
1 every thought to “getting" and allows them no opportunity for
learning the joy of giving.
frost has cleverly pointed out the ease with which a
virtue can become a vice when it becomes the one controlling
factor in a person's life.
Thrift is perhaps the greatest besetting sin of Mew
England farmers. They have practiced- it to the extreme for so
many generations that it has become traditional to sell all
the cream and butter and eggs; the best of the fruit and vege-
tables; the meat and the wood; and to live on the cheapest
substitutes available: skim milk, oleomargarine, nubbin apples
and pig potatoes, salt pork and specked vegetables. Clothing
I
is cut down, dyed, patched and darned, until beyond redemption;
then saved for patches. The potential money value of a thing
often determines its right to exist. Flowers are planted in
fence corners and tended only after the vegetable and other
] Ibid
.
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t
money-crops are cared for. This kind of thrift, often neces-
sary in order to maintain a family on a New England farm, has
warped the thinking of those who practice it. From these
people have come the abnormal citizens of the rural areas; not
all farmers in these districts suffer from the over-emphasis
of this or other habits.
D. The Gum-Gatherer
. The intimate knowledge of the habits of
one’s neighbors, which is part of rural living, builds an
uneasiness bordering on suspicion in the minds of those who
see anyone departing from his accustomnea practices. It is
considered a matter of rural courtesy to explain such digres-
sions, and failure to do so is interpreted as a sign that the
doer is "covering up ;< something.
The Gum-Gatherer knew where the mountain trails led
and knew that there was no ordinary reason for a stranger to
be on this trail where he met the "me 11 of Frost's poem.
Whether the “me 11 was actually Frost or not, it was a
person who knew the code of the hills, for he recognized that
it was his pls.ce to offer the first explanation for being
there. Having done so, the gum-gatherer
,
accepting the tacit
acknowledgement of his priority as an habitual user of the
trail, returned the stranger's courtesy by explaining freely
that he lived in a shack in the hills and collected spruce gum
for a living.
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For my telling him where I'd been
And where I lived in mountain land
To be coming home the way I was,
He told me a. little about himself. 10
Ho country person would consider the gum-gatherer half-
mad or morbid. Farmers who loved their land might refer to
him as an "odd one" but they would mean "odd" because he didn't
want to have a farm and a family like the rest; not because
they thought he was insane. He would seem no queerer in the
rural areas than a bachelor-student ir} the city who seems to
prefer his books to the companionship of his friends.
The gum-gatherer is more original in his expression of
his independence than most, and the uniqueness of his occupa-
tion would draw the admiration of some and the contempt of
others, just as uniqueness does in any area of life, but it
would not be the basis upon which his neighbors would judge
his sanity.
It would appear that he is an independent, solitude-
loving person, who cherishes his freedom above the dubious
advantages of a home and its accompanying complexities. He
observes the amenities of social custom in his own rural area
and feels that the honesty of his labor earns him a respectable
place in the consideration of his neighbors.
10 Ibid., 176.
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E. The Self-Seeker. This is one of the pathetic pictures
frost has drawn: a man, permanently crippled by a sawmill
accident, knowing he will be able only to hobble if he ever
walks again at all; yet preferring to accept five hundred
dollars from the company rather than fight for more.
The fact that he was a botanist in his spare time,
making a study of the flora in his local valley, and that all
this effort must go unfinished, caused him the greatest pain.
But with a country person's acquiescence to the inevitable,
he reasoned:
"You see they have the feet,
Which gives them the advantage in the trade.
I can't get back the feet in any case. "H.
And since the feet were gone, the study of the flowers
was just as irretrievably lost.
"Money can't pay me for the loss of them." 12
Ke wanted to waste no time in grieving or fighting for
more—this was a tragedy that had disrupted his life, and- with
a true agrestic's horror of the new and strange he wanted to
hasten his adjustments and set up some pattern of normal living
to which he could cling.
"I don't want to fight
I just want to get settled in my life,
Such as it's going to be, and know the worst,
Or best—it may not be so bad. "13
Ibid. , p. 119.
12 Loc. cit.
13 loc. cit.
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>
Years of watching hopefully for ’another Spring when
things will be better', have built a resiliency into the nature
of New England farmers that rivals that of the Orientals. What-
ever catastrophe may strike, as soon as the first shock is
past, the victim will generally survey his remaining resources
and decide that, "come another Spring, it may not be so bad."
This capacity for adjustment and perseverance, has held
many poverty-stricken farmers to their rocky fields long after
outsiders would have thought human endurance could last. To
let nature defeat one on the land that one's ancestors com-
pelled to give them a living, implies a lack in the integrity
of the present occupant. And a stubborn reluctance to admit
such failure preserves the will-power when reason would advise
giving up the task.
Thus in "The Self-Seeker", the man whose life had been
ruined, immediately began to make plans for readjusting himself
to what was inevitable.
He said of the little girl who brought him flowers:
"She’s going to do my scouting in the field,
. . You see
I have to keep on the good side of Anne.
I'm a great boy to think of number one."^
But frost does not make the man unfeeling in his fatalism
14 Ibid., pp. 122-23.
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--for in the last four lines of the poem he reveals that the
botanist's casual optimism has been a "front ! * which he has put
on for the benefit of his friend Willis and the strange lawyer
It is the unspoken code of the country that suffering
is something one does alone—to reveal it to the neighbors is
indelicate and embarrassing.
Thus the 'self-seeker' maintained what he would call
'a decent front' until the very end when his restraint broke
down:
'.
, . Don't mind Will: he's savage.
He thinks you ought to pay me for my flowers.
You don't know what I mean about the flowers.
Don't stop to try to now. You'll miss your train.
Good-bye.' He flung his arms around his face. ^-5
F. The Star-Splitter . With the exception of his strong vein
of independence, Brad McLaughlin in "The Star-Splitter" was
not typical of most New England farmers. He lacked the deep
love for the land and the home place, that keeps so many back-
country people struggling with the kind of rocky soil from
which he had tried so long to escape. Mr. Frost makes it
clear at the beginning of the poem that McLaughlin was not at
heart a farmer. Just as Frost himself, on his first farm,
milked his cows in the middle of the night in order to be able
to sleep late in the- morning; so this man was always
Busy outdoors by lantern- light with something
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I should have done by daylight, and indeed
After the ground is frozen, I should have done
Before it froze, l6
He was the sort of man who has often been born on Hew
England farms, but seldom has stayed there. In this sense,
perhaps, he was typical of the present generation of Hew Eng-
landers—most of whom have left the farms for a more opportune
environment.
That he had the audacity to burn his house for the
insurance money, is not unreasonable; men staying on a farm
for years, not liking it, have sometimes done worse.
The villagers’ reaction suggested t;.at they liked
McLaughlin, in spite of his slip-shod farming methods. Country
neighbors will forgive much in one they like but will not
hesitate to '‘catch up" with some one who they feel is trying
to ’put something over on them’.
G. The Bonfire . "The Bonfire" is another poem whose main
character was not convincing as a native-born farmer. No
adult who had grown up in the country would risk the chance of
a forest fire just for the thrill of seeing a pile of brush
burn; boys might do it, who didn't realize what they were
risking, but not a man who had had to fight the havoc careless
fires had caused.
16 Ibid
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when Frost had this man say:
Oh, let's not wait for rain to make it safe.
The pile is ours. . . let's be the talk
) Of people brought to windows by a light
Thrown from somewhere against their wallpaper. ^7
There was a false ring in the words. No true farmer would
ever say "The pile is ours, : ' implying the right to burn it any-
time; for the unspoken law of the country denies the right of
a land-owner to perform on his own land, acts that may endanger
the property of adjoining owners.
"The Bonfire's" central figure was, however, thoroughly
typical of town-bred men who have acquired farms in later life,
and have insisted upon learning these essential country laws
at the expense of their more experienced neighbors, who, in
instances such as the one described, usually have to do most
of the fire-fighting, since the town-bred farmer is likely not
to know how to do that either.
H. The mountain . If there is any habit among Hew England's
back-country people that equals their habit of over-thriftiness
,
it is their all-prevailing indulgence in procrastination. Life
in farming districts is not thought of in twenty-four hour
segments of daylight and dark; but by seasons: spring plowing
time; summer haying time; fall harvesting; and winter wood-
. cutting. Into these four seasons the farmer has habitually
17 ibid
. ,
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j
crowded as many of the essential tasks as he possibly could.
The many non-essential things he expected to do, have been
) relegated to 'sometime later' when he hoped to have more time.
The ox-driver's remark concerning the spring on the
mountain top, of which he had heard all his life, is expressive
of this rural attitude:
. . .
I've always meant to go
And look myself, but you know how it is:
It doesn't seem so much to climb a mountain
You've worked around the foot of all your life.l°
There is another trait of human nature, peculiarly
adapted to rural areas, evidenced in tide ox-driver's statement;
it is the habit of under-evaluating that which is familiar.
The natural beauty of country districts is seldom recognized
by those who live there. Sunsets have become weather fore-
casters; mountains
,
lumps on the land that stunt the farms
and townships by "taking all the room". Hain that suggests
"a silvery mist" to the visiting poet, is a harbinger of
mildewed hay and rotted fruit to the anxious farmer. Thus the
ox-driver felt it would be a waste of time to climb that
mountain. He had 'cussed it out' for being in his way all his
life; had probably cut wood on its sides; and looked for
straying cattle about its slopes, until its very familiarity
repulsed him with its reminder of the extra work the mountain
18 Ibid
. , p. 59.
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had caused him.
The statement of the first speaker concerning the moun-
) tain indicates that he was an outsider:
1
‘There ought to be a view around the world
From such a mountain— if it isn’t wooded
Clear to the top.’ 1-9
And the ox-driver’s reply thoroughly identified him as
a native:
’As to that I can’t say. But there’s the spring,
Bight on the summit, almost like a fountain.
That ought to be worth seeing. ’20
A spring was useful, and since most springs are on
hillsides or in valleys, to see one on the top of a mountain
would have been very unusual. But as for the breathtaking
beauty of the view from the top of such a mountain—there was
nothing useful about that. To the practical rustic mind there
was something silly about the suggestion that it would be
worthwhile to climb a mountain just to look down on his neigh-
bor’s barn roof, when he had already seen it at much closer
range.
The other alternative of climbing the mountain ’just
for fun’ was even more ludicrous to the ox-driver.
“What would I do? Go in my overalls,
With a big stick, the same as when the cows
Haven’t come down to the bars at milking time?
19 Ibid .
, p. 58.
Loc . cit.
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Or with a shotgun for a stray black bear?
'T wouldn't seem real to climb for climbing it."-I
He was expressing there the embarrassed awkwardness
with which farmers think of pleasure for its own sake. There
has been no time for enjoyment in all the generations of New
England farmers. Pleasure has always been something that
they gained as a side issue in the main pursuit of labor. To
think of climbing the mountain, even though he has been plan-
ning to do it all his life, without some practical reason for
doing so, doesn't seem right to this disciplined son of discip-
lined New England ancestors.
I. A fountain, a, bottle , a, Donkey's Ears ana ^ome Books. This
is a poem in which Frost has indulged in a chuckle at the
expense of a native New Englander's pride. To suggest that a
'native of these parts' didn't know his way around to all the
natural points of interest was little short of insult. It was
a natural response for old Davis to say:
"To shut you up I'll tell you what I'll do:
I'll find that fountain if it takes all summer."
"You've lost it, then?"
'’Not so but I can find it..."~2
^nd he proceeded to lead his guest over the mountainside in a
21 Ibid
. , p.59»
22 Ibid., pp. 258-59
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search that revealed several local 'sights’ but no Lorman
baptismal font. Rather than admit he was defeated, the guide
} made much of the bottle on the cliff and the "place from where
the two converging slides, the avalanches, .. .look like donkey's
ears". His dignity was deeply wounded by his companion's sug-
gestion that he had known all along, as he probably had, that
they were "miles from that Lormon settlement " .23 lie immediately
suggested the view of the "donkey's ears", and finally, pre-
tending to be roiled by the other man's lack of enthusiasm,
he exclaimed:
"You don't like nature. All you like is books.
Well, then, right here's where I show you books, ..24
and led the mystified hiker swiftly down the mountainside.
His success in mollifying the other man's curiosity, saved old
Davis's reputation, and with it his self-res ect.
J. An Old i-an ' s v/inter Right, a quietly pathetic picture of
old age that is lonely anywhere but seems doubly so to others
when alone in a farmhouse on a winter night.
In twenty-eight lines Frost has outlined the aimless
life of an old man living in one room of an empty farmhouse;
23 Ibid., p. 260
24 Loc . cit.
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all effort reduced to the bare essentials of eating and sleep-
ing; his fading memory, as he stood in an adjoining room, "not
) remembering the need that brought him to that creaking room; "25
his empty dreams, as he sat "concerned with he knew what", in
the silent reverie of old age; and then to bed with only a log
in the stove to keep him company through the winter night.
One aged man - one man - can't keep a house,
A farm, a countryside, or if he can,
It's thus he does it of a winter night. 2b
Two generations ago, it would not have been like this.
The aged stayed with their sons on the farm, and watched them
take over the task of making the farm prosper. Then old age
was a mellow period of slowing down while younger and stronger
hands continued the work old hands had started.
Again and again Frost's poetry shows us the real tragedy
of rural hew England - the loss of her young blood to the city.
Those who grow old on her farms today spend their last years
watching nature reclaim the fields they struggled to keep for
so long. Year after year the trees creep closer to the farm-
house, and there are no young hands to drive them back. There
is no place for dreams of the future when the future will die
with the present, and a dreamless old age is empty indeed.
K. The Figure in the Do orwav . This is the only poem thus far
)
^5 Ibid
.
,
p. 135.
26 Loc
. cit.
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discussed, in which Frost has described the man as “grim and
gaunt", and he has suggested that this man’s gauntness was not
due to the way he lived:
The miles and miles he lived from anywhere
Were evidently something he could bear.
He stood unshaken, and if grim and gaunt,
It was not necessarily from want. -7
The man had wood for fuel, a hen, a pig, a well, and a
garden patch. The passing train was evidently all the company
and entertainment he wanted. Like the "gum-gatherer"
,
he
liked the freedom of living where and as he pleased. "Room
to stretch without putting his fist through a neighbor's window"
as one country saying has it.
Contrary to the critical estimate of such people as
maladjusted freaks of a decaying civilization; the "figure in
the doorway" and the "gum-gatherer" are both men who have
chosen their environment of their own free will. They are
better adjusted than most of society. The tragedy behind
their lives is expressed by the narrowness of the environment
they have chosen. They are not insane, but they are utterly
useless to the rest of the world. To those who consider pur-
pose the only excuse for being, these men are pathetic; but to
those who believe that every man has a right to exist with or
without a usefulness to his fellowmen as long as he does not
trespass on the rights of others, they are simply individuals
Ibid.
, p. 378 .
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who have found the place they want in life and are happily
adjusted to it.
L. The Gold hesnerid.ee . Like "Brown's Descent, 1 Frost has
written this poem with a touch of whimsy. Squire Latthew Hale's
pride in his new kind of apple and his anxious watching as the
first three apples grew, is easy to laugh at from a reader's
vantage point. It was a major event with farmers like Squire
Hale
.
Fart of the attraction of farming lies in the element
of hazard that one encounters when dealing with nature. In
New England the attraction is augmented by the fact that the
chances are already against the farmer before he starts. If
he can win he has a right to be proud.
Thus, Squire Hale twice daily visited his 'Gold Hesper-
iaee' apple tree to watch the growth of the three new apples
and to speculate on his chances of winning this gamble with
nature. Then on the very day he decided to pick them:
'•When he came to look, no apples there
Under, or on the tree, or anywhere." 2©
In his first resentment he reacted very normally- -and
jumped upon his best Sunday hat, 'swearing with his feet.'
Then his Puritan conscience awoke and he vowed "to walk a
graver man restrained in wrath .
"
29
ibid
.
, p. 368.
29
Loc. cit.
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It is a light whimsical bit of verse, which Frost never
intended, to be studied seriously, but it does suggest the
farmer's pride in his product as the work of his hands--the
'impatient patience' with which he waited five years for the
tree to bear, and the very human expression of poignant disap-
pointment when the apples were lost at the very last, a common
trick of nature. If New England farmers seem over-stubborn
they can scarcely be blamed for it. One lifetime of competing
with New England's brand of nature demands a preponderance of
stubbornness over all other qualities. Like Brown in "Brown's
Descent" or "The Self-Seeker", New England farmers have dis-
covered that a man has to learn to adjust himself to whatever
vagary nature thrusts upon him and go on from there. Yankee
ingenuity has grown out of generations of Yankees matching
their wits with this sort of capricious nature.
There are three of Frost's works which present a more
sordid view of human nature: "The Code", "The Vanishing Red",
ana "A Way Out", the latter being a one-act play.
Ivi. 'The Code . "The Code" really offers us a character study of
four men, two of whom are similar in their pride of workmanship.
The city-bred former, who didn't know the country code,
is not important, except as a foil for the other man's story.
James, who took half an hour to let an insult stir him
to action has interesting treats. The fact that he waited
didn't mean he was stupid. The other worker explained that.
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page 6^
•He thought you meant to find fault with his work.
That's what the average farmer would have meant,
James would take time to chew it over
Before he acted: he's just got round to act. '30
There were good reasons for James' deliberation. In
the first place, when a man 'hires out' as a helper in the
country, he doesn't usually leave the job under any slight
provocation, any more than the average factory worker would go
home becaase his employer had reprimanded him. James took
time to 'mull it over' because he needed to build up his sense
of outraged justice to the point of action.
Hired help that can't be depended upon to work through
the season is not likely to find employment with farmers.
James had to convince himself that his cause for leaving was
fair enough to be approved by other farmers. The longer he
thought about it the angrier he became until he finally stomped
off the field and went home.
Farmers know their own pace for working on long, hard
jobs. They take pride in their workmanship, their ability
to stack hay so that it will shed rain, to plow a straight
/
furrow, to cut a clean swathe. Any person who insinuates that
they lack knowledge in the arts of their trade is striking a
blow at their character, their solid integrity as a good farmer.
This was what offended James. The city-bred farmer
had implied that he, James, was not a skilled workman. Just
• ?
3^ Ibid p. 90
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as the other worker tried to bury his boss who had insinuated
that he was not working fast enough. Ilis statement to the city-
bred farmer is the key to both events:
The hand that knows his business won't be told
To do work better or faster. 31
When this code was broken by the town-bred man unknow-
ingly, the worker who stayed on had realized that the man did
not understand country ways and excused him. However, this
same worker had net hesitated to bury his previous boss under
a load of hay for trying to drive him faster.
He had not been intent on just scaring the man either,
for he said, "I went about to kill him fair enough" .32
And tne employer had recognized that he was right in
defending himself against such a violation of the country code.
"Discharge me? Ho! He knew I did just right. "33
"The Code" is another example of the pride in native
skill that was evidenced by "old Davis" in "A Fountain, a Bottle
a Donkey's Bars and Some Books."
Hot one of the helpers' neighbors would consider their
behaviour out of the ordinary. They might think the man who
attempted to smother his "bulling" boss under the nay had been
a little hasty, but knowing the employer had a reputation for
31 Ibid
.
, p. 91 .
Jhid.
, p. 93 .
33 Loc . cit.
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driving his men, they would be more likely to chuckle and agree
that the man 'had it coming to him*.
) In a district where men are masters of their trade tney
; are not afraid to admit their own excellence, and they take
prompt action to defend their reputation when it is insinuated
against. They would not be respected if they didn r t.
N. Two Tramps In hud Time . The two tramps were not New Ing-
land farmers, but they evidently made their living at odd jobs
as they wandered over the New England countryside. Frost has
called them "men of the woods and lumberjacks" ,34 suggesting
their usual occupation. The fact that they were accustomed to
New England ways, admitted the locality in which they were in
the habit of working.
Only New Englanders or those long accustomed to living
with them would have known the proper approach to the man from
whom they hoped to secure pay for cutting his wood. Eince the
man was already cutting it himself, country courtesy forbade
them asking outright for the job. To do so would imply that
they thought he didn't know how to do it properly himself; or
that they were begging him to be unnecessarily extravagant.
Frost has given us the country native's reaction to any impli-
!
cation of clumsiness at his trade in "The Code".
34 Ibid
.
, p. 358
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Knowing that the need for hiring the wood cut did not
exist, it Vs/as necessary for the tramps to wait for the man to
1 decide if he wanted to be extravagant enough to hire them regard^
less of need. One never suggests extravagance to country people
especially when it implies a favor to oneself. To do so would
make the recipient of the favor "beholden’1 to the other; a state
dreaded by all country dwellers. If the other person suggests
it himself, then the recipient of the benefit may accept freely
without fear of becoming indebted to the giver; may, indeed,
even speak of the giver's extravagance to other people, as
long as he makes it clear that he himself had nothing to do
with the extravagance and it was only a matter of deciding who
was going to accept the benefit from what the extravagant one
had determined to do anyway.
All this lay back of the reticence of the tramps to ask
for the work the man was obviously capable of doing. The same
attitude is evidenced in Yankee trading—with the added purpose
of driving a better bargain if the other party in the trade
doesn’t know the eagerness of the trader to complete the deal.
It is a contest of wits and both sides enjoy it keenly, whether
trading horses, or looking for work as in the case of the tramps
It was not necessary for the tramps to ask outright for
i) the work, for the man cutting wood was as aware of the country
code as they. Frost says of the situation:
"They knew they had but to stay their stay
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1
1
iind all their logic would fill my head.
As that I had no right to play
With what was another man’s work for gain. h5
The tramps were not beggars. They knew the country
scorn of those who will not work for their daily bread. They
knew too, the rural native’s intense belief in the necessity
of receiving equal value for every expenditure. They very
likely shared the farmer's desire to earn his keep by honest
work; and their silent plea for work was effectively understood
by the man at the chopping-block.
0. The Vanishing: Hed. In this poem, the miller fully de-
served the worst of the critics' epithets: " half-mad" ignorant",
"sadistic", "crazed", or any other.
He was evidently clinging to the era in which people
thought of every race but the white race as a specie of animal
without intelligence or feeling. His disgust at 'that snooping
Hedskin* expressed itself in the same action he would have takai
had it been a rat he had found in his mill.
The millers words, "it's just that I hold with getting
a thing done with"36, suggest that somewhere in his thinking
he had justified his action as being simply the completion of
what the Pilgrims had started.
The miller, obviously, was not intended to be considered
a typical person of any district. On the other hand, he was
35 Ibid., dp. ^8-^9.
36 Ibid., p. 179.
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not unique in his cruelty. This kind of cruelty has been
expressed in adapted form in every phase of civilized humanity
Frost has given it localized expression, but it is latent in
the minds of too many supposedly intelligent human beings to
be lightly dismissed as an example of rural depravity.
P. A Wav Out. There are two main characters in this one-act
drama, Asa Gorrill, a back-country farmer living alone, and a
stranger from town, intent on hiding from a charge of murder.
Helen Cohen, editor of the book containing the play,
says of it, "... it. .. exhibits most of the outstanding character-
istics of Robert Frost’s brief poetic dialogues and monologues ."^7
She adds: "Like his poetry, the characterization is progress-
ive and, therefore, hard to quote . "38
Through the lines of dialogue there is gradually unfold-
ed, a picture of Asa Gorrill, at first puzzled by the stranger’s
abrupt entrance and speech, then, nervous, but confident that
he had nothing to fear "because I ain’t got nothing ’t anybody
wants. "39
The stranger's demanding tones and his complete disre-
gard of the recognized courtesies of country living frightened
the farmer, but, momentarily encouraged by the stranger's advice
37 Helen Cohen, Lore One -Act Plays By Ilodern Authors,
introduction to "A Way Out", Harcourt, Brace <Sc Co., N.Y., 1927.
38 Loc . cit.
39 Ibid . , the play, p.l.
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that he didn't come to rob him, Asa reassumed his dignity as
owner of the house:
"See here, it’s time you told me what your business
is in my house or go out. I don’t understand a word
you say. I ain’t been subject to anything like it all
these years since Grin died. "40
But the stranger’s plain statement that he was running
away from having murdered a man terrified the meek farm-owner,
who was too accustomed to having only his own thoughts to con-
sider, to be able to follow the man’s lightning plans.
By the time the stranger had told him, "I’m going to
mix us up like your potato and string beans, and then see if
even you can tell us apart. The way I propose to do is to take
both your hanas like this and then whirl round and round with
you till we’re both so dizzy we’ll fall down when we let go, "41
Asa was convinced that the man was crazy.
A cursory reading of the play might suggest that Asa
Gorrill was a rural simpleton. However, further consideration
of the surprise and shock of the stranger's entrance and ac-
tions, and the fear aroused in Asa by his peculiar questions,
and his final plan for mixing their personalities, would
reasonably account for Asa's dazed reaction to the swift plans
of his ’guest’.
40 Ibid.
,
"A Way Gut", page 2.
41- Ibid.
,
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Asa's words: "Let go of me. I know what you be; you're
a crazy man from a madhouse, "42 explained his silence after
the mad twirling had ended with them both on the floor. Sven
country farmers know that crazy people should be humored.
Frost ended his play with a typical touch of 'Frostian'
synecdoche. Without identifying either of the characters as
they 1a.y on the floor, through subtle suggestions in keeping
with the preceding portrayal of the two men Frost has enabled
the reader to understand that it was the stranger who spoke
first, who struck Asa and dragged him outside, and who returned
to masquerade successfully as Asa before the searching party.
To call Asa Gorrill "a miserly old hermit" as Robert
Newdick does43, appears to be reading into the play more than
Frost has written.
The dialogue stated only that he had been living on the
family farm with his brother until the latter died. After
that he had remained there just as many people continue to
live in what has always been their home, after others have died.
The fact that Gorrill lived in one room and had very
little to eat would not necessarily mean that he was miserly.
Len who live alone are prone to reduce the effort of living to
42 Ibid., "A Way Out", page 8.
J From The I'ew England Quarterly
. Vol. 10:2, (Spring
1937) cited by Thornton in Recognition of Robert Frost, p. 80.
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page 7 1
a minimum. One room was large enough for one man to eat and
sleep in; and not many farmers would be troubled by the lack
of aesthetic details if it were easier to live that way.
The suggestion that he had bread when he had eggs to
sell, in order to buy flour, would imply that he was poor, not
miserly. One man interested in just enough money to 'get by*
would not be apt to try to make his farm produce any more than
that.
Bather than being a miserly hermit, it would appear
that Asa Gorrill was lacking in ambition and content with a
very low level of existence. His habits all seem to have been
acquired in an attempt to find the easiest way to maintain a
meaningless life. It is a frequent result in the lives of
men who have been reared in a home where women took care of
their bodily needs, when they try to live by themselves with-
out the stimulus of social opinion to stir them to greater
effort.
Lien who live like Asa Gorrill, arbitrarily subordinate
their desires to the greater urge to remain independent and
keep out of debt. The satisfaction of this major purpose
compensates for the loss of things less important to them.
Conclusion : In the poems thus far studied, some conclusions
have been suggested, which should be summarized at this time.
Each of the men characters presented, expressed one or
more recognized human traits which are conspicuous in New
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England farmers, but not confined to them.
It is possible that the comparative isolation of the
back-country citizens has developed those several traits to a
more marked degree, through the lack of an amalgamating society
to absorb their differences into the common mass.
What writers and lecturers commonly term “Yankee" traits
are actually basic habits of thought and living inherited from
an English ancestry and modified to fit the New England environ'
ment. Out of this assimilation there have developed the char-
acteristics of present day rural New Englanders, that have
enabled them to survive.
Stubbornness; independence; a recognized code of human
interrelationship peculiarly fitted to the rural locality;
pride of workmanship; ingenuity; perseverance; adaptability
to natural law and their rural environment; maintainance of
a ’decent front' when tragedy strikes; these are some of the
traits Frost has given to his characters, and although they
are expressed as peculiarly New England's, readers have recog-
nized them as universal traits of human beings the world over.
Just as Pierre Chamaillard has seen in “Blueberries", “the mush
room hunters of our own French forests, with their moral code,
their tricks, their secret fraternity, so little does simple
human nature vary with climate. "44
44 From xLevue Anglo -americaine , Vol. 10:5»pp. 452-53,
June 1933) cited by Thornton, Recognition of nobert Frost.
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The less desirable traits expressed such as the grasping
nature of Loren in "Blueberries"; the violent temper of the
haying 'hand' in "The Code", and its nearly fatal outburst;
the procrastination of the ox-driver in "The Fountain", who
had always been going to climb the mountain but never did; the
sadistic ignorance of the miller in "The Vanishing Bed";—all
these are just as recognizably universal traits of human nature
as the good characteristics previously summarized.
Some of them have become exaggerated in Frost's charac-
ters, through over-emphasis; but this fault is not exclusively
a rural one either.
Frost has succeeded in portraying universal human nature
in a setting so individualistic that it could never be mistaken
for any other locality.
"...he has captured the unique quality of rural
New England.
.
.the tart peculiarities of Yankee speech
and conduct. . .yet he is not a mere local colorist; he
is a "poetic realist" who probes beneath the surface
for an insight into the springs of human character. ^5
In this happy synthesis of the local and the universal,
Frost has appealed to readers everywhere. As Amy Lowell has
expressed it: "(the stories) are so natural, so obvious, that
in reading them, one says, 'I wonder why I never thought of
making a story like that?
'
J Warfel, and others, The Acer ic an Bind, The American
Book Company, N.Y. 1937. p. 339*
Tendencies in I .oaern American Toetry
, p. 127
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CHAPTER V
POEMS CONCERNING MEN AND WCMEN
Among Frost 1 s poems there are a number which contain
/
vivid characterizations of New England farm men and women.
The contrast of the two sexes in their reaction to tragedy,
or ordinary living on the back-country farms, has been so
ingeniously presented that it seemed best to discuss them in
a separate chapter. In these 'group pictures' of Frost's
there is his usual diversity of individualities; normal, well
adjusted people, eccentric but comfortably adjusted people,
arid a minority of frustrated misfits.
A* The Death of the Hired man. No discussion of Frost's
country characters could be complete without including this
familiar poem. It is one of the most frequently discussed
poems he has written. The characters, portrayed entirely
through the dialogue between the husband and wife, are
amazingly vivid personalities. There are three individuals
in the poem: Warren, the practical strong-willed young farmer
Mary, his soft-hearted, gentle wife; and Silas, the shambling
old 'hired man’ who always comes back to them when no one else
wants him
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Weirick found in "The Death of tne Hired Man"
,
a
picture of:
The narrow hopeless terms on which New England
consents to give her farm laborers life and aeath.
...Man tied to a meanness and the soil.... One has a
sense that we are all like that, just hired men who
live and die on a grudged bounty, and... amount to
nothing. 1
It is difficult to find the basis for this pessimistic
view in the poem. Frost has given as clear a description of
Warren and Mary, a very normal, well-adjusted, moderately
successful farm couple, as he has of the hired man; though
perhaps not as vividly defined as that of the hired man. Sven
oilas is not described as me product of "Hew England’s narrow,
hopeless terms".
It was not the fault of New England’s parsimony that
Silas had become a hopeless old man. He was one of those sad
misfits, recognizable in any society, who spend their lives
in a bewildered and hopeless effort to find some place ’where
they ’fit’.
Silas haa one accomplishment, his ability to load hay,
and he gathered all his pride about that skill, in compensa-
tion for his sense or failure elsewhere.
The fact that his brother had become a wealthy bank
director in a nearby town only made nilas cling to the last
^ Bruce Weirick, Fr orn Whitman to Sandburm in .jnsrican
Poetry , c. p.201
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shreds of his self-respect with a greater dignity. He is an
excellent example of rural Hew England's attitude toward
maintaining one's independence.
"He thinks he ought to earn a little pay
Enough at least to buy tobacco with,
So he won't have to beg and be beholden. "2
The fear of 'being beholden' to someone has always teen
present in the minds of Hew England country folk; partly
because they have been raised with a lively sense of shame
of the poor-house, and partly because they live by physical
labor and fesj* that they may outlive their ability to 'earn
their keep '
.
Silas could swallow his pride and face the chances of
a rebuff for his previous broken promises, if he could only
earn a few pennies; enough to maintain a semblance of self-
support.
It was his futile struggle to avoid admitting to him-
self what he knew everyone else thought—that he had been a
failure—that made the old man appear pathetic. Mary sensed
it and determined to save him if she could. When Warren
demanded to know if Silas had promised to ditch the meadow
for him, as he had promised often before, Mary replied:
2 Collected Poems of Robert Frost
, p. 49
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*0f coarse he did. What would yoa have him say?
Sorely yoa wouldn't grudge the poor old man,
Some humble way to save his self-respect.
3
Mary understood, too, the instinctive pride in Silas
that would not let him face the ridicule of his successful
brother, by going to him for help.
'Silas is what he is--we wouldn't mind him
—
But just the kind that kinsfolk can't abide.
He never did a thing so very bad.
He don't know why he isn't quite as good
As anybody. Worthless though he is,
He won't be made ashamed to please his brother.
4
Amy Lowell's description of Silas as "a poor, half-
crazed old labourer" 5 does not seem justified by anything
Frost has said concerning him. He was rather an ordinary old
man, whose life, for some reason that he didn’t understand,
had been one long series of inconsequential failures; nothing
that he could put his finger on end say, "Here, I made my
mistake," but just a vague realization that whatever he had
done had never turned out quite as he had thought it would.
Outsiders would perhaps say that Silas was weak-willed
that he lacked ambition and determination, both of which
might be true; but the pathos lay in his unawareness of his
faults, and his inadequate efforts to cling to a dignity that
he no longer possessed.
3 Ibid
.
,
p. 50
4 Ibid
. , p. 54
5 Tendencies in Modern American Poetry
, p. 112
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Frost has given his readers an interesting study of
contrasting characters in Warren and Mary. Warren, a practical
young farmer, who felt he was right in holding to his last
statement to Silas:
’I’ll not have the fellow back,’ he said.
’I told him so last haying, didn’t I?'
”If he left then,” I said, "that ended it. "6
Then Mary’s quiet pleading for Silas; her description
of finding him ’’huddled against the barn-door fast asleep ;' ? 7
and finally her open statement of the thought that had been
troubling her since she had first seen him:
".
. .he has come to die:
You needn't be afraid he'll leave you this time.'-’
Warren was moved by the same feeling that had won
Mary's sympathy: the realization that, out of all the neighbors
for whom Silas had worked, they were the ones to whom he had
turned when he needed someone, sensing that they would not
send him away.
Neither Warren nor Mary could fail his childlike trust
in them, and Warren, from the moment Mary told him Silas had
come home to die, was as gentle as Mary had been, though per-
haps a little more concerned about the expense that might be
involved in caring for a sick old man.
6 Collected Poems of Robert Frost s p. 49 .
7 Ibid
. , p.
50*
*
• Ibid
. , p. 52
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Frost has vividly expressed the quiet sympathy of a
strong man in the last lines of the poem:
' Warren returned— too soon, it seemed to her,
Slipped to her side, caught up her hand and waited.
'Warren?’ she questioned.
’Dead,’ was all he answered.
9
B. Home Burial . Edward Garnett paid fitting tribute to this
poem when he said: ’I say unhesitatingly that for tragic
poignancy this piece stands by itself in American poetry. "10
It is the tragedy of a woman who "had not learned to
let go with the mind" 1 ! while her heart still clung to its
rightful memories.
The man who had dug his child's grave with his own
hands, had found the relief from grief that his wife scorned.
’
. making the best of (his) way back to life
And living people, and things (he) understand(s) .’12
"The little graveyard where my people are",^ was a
hallowed and precious spot to him; to her, it had become a
9 Ibid
. , p. 55
-Lu From an article in the Atlantic Ilonthly, Vol. 116:2,
pp. ^214-224 (Aug. 1915) Cited by R. Thornton in Recognition
of Robert Frost, p. 3°*
11 Collected Poems of Robert Frost s "Wild Grapes', p. 243.
12 Ibid.
, p. 72
13 Ibid
.
,
p. 69
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0
lonely gravel hillside where she had seen her husband, like a
coarse brute,
’Making the gravel leap and leap in air,
Leap up, like that, like that, and land so lightly
And roll back down the mound beside the hole. '14
The farm was his inherited home, and the little
graveyard was a cherished part of it. She had no attachment
built from memories of those who were buried there. She found
it a ghastly sight, always framed by the window at the top of
the stairs j ghastly because she saw only the new grave of her
first child and remembered the child’s father had dug the grave
himself. And worse--
’You could sit there with the stains on your shoes
Of the fresh earth from your own baby's grave
And talk about your everyday concerns.
I can repeat the very words you were saying.
’Three foggy mornings and one rainy day
Will rot the best birch fence a man can build. ’15
This woman must have been ’town-bred’. Country people
would understand her husband. He couldn't let his neighbor see
his grief; it wouldn’t be decent. He had learned instinctively
that some relief from sorrow could be found in physical
activity, and in returning to the familiar every day world as
soon as possible. Digging his child’s grave in ’’the little
graveyard where my people are," was the last thing he could do
14 Ifrid
. > p. 71
1? Ibid
. , p. 72
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for the child, and it was as much an expression of his love as
it was a necessary activity to lessen his grief.
The fact that he talked of birch fences to the neighbor
who had come to offer consolation would not seem strange to
either of the men. It is country custom to talk of ordinary
familiar things at such times, often never mentioning the
recent death, until, the brief visit ended, a more them usually
hearty handshake and an offer to help ’’if there’s anything I can
do", reveals the sympathy and understanding that both have
felt flowing in an undercurrent beneath the casual talk of
common things.
The man's environmental training to look at grief in
this way helped him to make a normal adjustment to his loss,
but made it difficult for him to understand his wife’s un-
natural brooding.
Frost seems to have implied that the woman in this
poem had not been accustomed tc family graveyards. Her
acquaintance ,with town funerals made the tiny plot of ground
with its new grave, dug by her husband, an emblem of savagery
with which she tormented herself by continually staring at it
from the window. Her morbid refusal to return to normal
living had made her hate her husband and the friends who
refused to stop living because her life had been broken by
sorrow.
In her complete absorption in her own grief, she failed
to 'understand her husband’s love for her, and their greater
. J. Iv.
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need for each other.
The characterizati n Frost has drawn, creates a sense
of exasperated pity for the woman, and a genuine sympathy for
the man who must bear two griefs, the loss of his child and of
his wife's companionship and love.
While both of these individuals are characteristic of
possible human nature in any part of the world; the man's
actions were more specifically identifiable with the farming
districts; while the woman's reactions seemed to identify her
with an urban training, against which she tried to measure her
husband.
The poem was made sadder by the realization of the
improbability of two people like these ever being able to
bridge the gulf which her lack of understanding had made
between them.
C. In the Home Stretch
.
The man and wife in "In The Horne
Stretch" were really not native farmers. In this particular
poem Frost has given us the story of two middle-aged or older
people who have finally realized the desire of their lives and
have moved to a farm.
Joe's anxious questioning of his wife to find out who
had first desired it, brought out her wise answer, that often
has been quoted:
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’.
. .
You’re searching, Joe,
For things that don't exist; I mean beginnings.
Ends and beginnings- -the
r
9 are no such things.
There are only middles.’ lb
Frost has lightly contrasted the man’s eager pride of
ownership, with his wife’s understanding practicality. It was
Joe vs/ho said:
’Is it too late
To drag you out for just a good-night call
On the old peach trees on the knoll to grope
By starlight in the grass for a last peach.
Before we set ourselves to right the house,
The first thing in the morning, out we go
To go the round of apple, cherry, peach,
Pine, alder, pasture, mowing, well, end brook.
All of a farm it is.’
And his wife with good-humored understanding firmly
brought him back to earth:
'I know this much:
I'm going to put you in your bed, if first
I have to make you build it . . .’-7
The desire to own property, has never been bred out of
city-born people. The more uncertain material existence has
become, the greater the urge to own land has asserted itself.
The instinctive recognition of soil as the source of food
offers security to men who fear uncertainty. It has expressed
itself in the New England farmers clinging to their farms; in
the constant trend of urban dwellers to seek suburban homes;
16 Ibid
.
,
17 Ibid
,
p. 145
p. 146
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and in the oft-repeated wish of the homesick soldier for ”a
home and a piece of land.' 1
D. West-Runninw Brook , "West-Running Brook” is one of Frost’s
philosophical poems.
His opening dialogue between a recently married man and
wife on their new farm, as they named the brook and suggested
taking it into their partnership,
’We’ve said we two. Let’s change that to we three.
As you and I are married to each other,
We'll both be married to the brook. . .
changed, midway of the poem, to a long speech on the "beginning
of beginnings” ,19 put into the mouth of the husband but
sounding very much like the poet speaking.
After thirty-five lines of philosophical discussion,
it was an amusing relief to hear the wife say:
’Today will be the day
You said so . ’ -0
With the exception of the general inference of their
joint happiness in each other’s company, there was little
characterization in the poem. Frost had a lesson he wanted
to ’get off his chest’ and the poem was spent in doing so.
Ibid
.
, p. 327
Ibid
.
,
p. 328.
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E. Place For a Third . Frost has taken time out to chuckle at
the peculiar way in which some country folk like to cling to
their individuality even after they die.
Eliza, third wife of her third husband, had not objected
to the lack of distinction which being a third wife had
entailed while she was alive, but the thought of becoming just
one of his ''three women in a burial row", was more than she
cared to face. She begged him:
'You have done
A good deal right; don't do the last thing wrong.
Don't make me lie with those other two women. '*-1
Being third in the series of marriages had deadened the
sensibilities of both to the identity of the other as a distinc
personality. Laban's belated "glimpse of lingering person in
Eliza, "22 roused a consciousness of himself as a person before
he had become just "a decent product of life's ironing-out , "23
and he went to great effort to find a suitable place for
Eliza's burial. When his happy thought of placing her beside
her first husband, was refused by the dead man's maiden sister
because "Eliza's had too many other men,"24 he was forced to
buy a new lot for Eliza and then to spend the rest of his life
trying to decide with which of his wives he would be buried.
21 Ibid
.
,
p. 244
22 Loc. cit .
22 Ibid
.
,
p. 246
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This was the ’part' Frost chose to give us as he
followed his theory of synecdochism* Behind this part, complet-
ing the whole, was the mediocrity of two lives that had been
lived so thoroughly by habit, that Eliza's last request 'was a
surprising reminder to her husband that she was actually a
person distinct from his other wives, Vith this realization
had come the wistful remembrance of a time when he, too, had
felt like an individual with thoughts and desires peculiar to
hims e If
.
This habit of taking each other for granted has been
commonly observed in people long-married, whether they were
natives of the city or the country. Familiarity has dulled
the differences in personalities, making each more like the
other and less like himself.
Laban's "prudent grief" for the deceased Eliza was really
all that could be expected of the man who had scarcely recog-
nized her as a unique person until she was about to die.
The poem was a clear picture of that state of drab
existence which often surrounds two people absorbed in the
common routine of daily 'chores', unrelieved by change or
thought.
F. Snow. In "Snow" Frost has given us one of the most exasper-
ating types of personalities the world affords: the man who
puts others to considerable trouble in seeking their advice
and then calmly ignores all they suggest.
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There v;ere four persons in "Snow"
,
the two Reserves, and
the two Coles, all of them thoroughly natural personalities.
Meserve, the ’blacker" preacher, was
That sort of man (who) talks straight on all his life
From the last thing he said himself, stone deaf
To anything anyone else may say . 25
He was obviously head of his house, and without much
doubt, head of his 'Hacker sect*. His refusal to let his wife
or the Coles reason him out of his determination to travel the
last three miles home through the storm; and ICrs. Cole's
mention of her dislike for the man "with his ten children under
ten years old"2o were sufficient proof of his habit of doing
as he pleased,
Fred Cole was an ordinary country neighbor, following
country custom in inviting any storm-bound traveller to ’put
up’ for the night, whether the man was personally congenial or
not. Common sense and Mrs. Cole joined in impressing him with
the advisability of persuading Reserve to stay, but his
masculine nature made him half-hope the preacher would dare
to go on home.
Much of the appeal of farming, to men, has been the
challenge it presented them to stake their wits against nature
and try to win.
2 5 Ibid
.
,
p. 182
26 Ibid
.
,
p. l8l
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It was this spirit that was felt by Meserve ana admired
by Cole, as Mrs. Cole recognized when she said:
'I don't .like what he’s doin^, which is what
You like, and like him for. '7
Meserve admitted the challenge he sensed, when he faced
Kirs, Cole's demand to know why" he had to go on:
•Well, there's—the storm. That says I must go on.
That wants me as a war might if it came.
Ask any man. '28
The reactions of the women were both typically feminine.
Mrs. Cole, half admired Meserve T s foolhardiness in starting
out again, but felt they were still not likely to get any rest:
'But how much better off are we as it is?
We'll have to sit here till we know he's safe 1^9
Later when Mrs. Meserve called to find out if Meserve
had left, Mrs. Cole blamed herself for letting him go until she
learned that Mrs. Meserve had blamed her also; whereupon she
indignantly tried to telephone Mrs, Meserve and put the
responsibility back upon her.
Frost has suggested that Mrs. Cole's resentment toward
being blamed was because she recognized a partial truth in her
husband's words:
27 Ibid.
,
p. 184
2o Ibid
. ,
p. 189
29 Loc
.
cit.
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.
perhaps you didn't quite
Conceal a wish to see him show the spunk
To disobey you.' 30
Her quick relapse into sympathetic anxiety when she
found Meserve's telephone receiver was down, and she could
hear a baby crying frantically; and her exasperated, "Well,
she has him then, though what she wants him for I don't see,"31
when she learned that Meserve had reached home safely, were
equally feminine and human in expression.
The attempt of each of the women to blame the other for
Meserve's decision to go on home, when obviously, Meserve
himself was the only one to blame, was a clever characteri-
zation of human dislike for being in the wrong.
The last lines contrast the reaction of the Coles to
the knowledge that their fear and worrying had been for
nothing. Mrs. Cole in the sharpness of relief demanded:
'What did he come in fort—to talk and visit?
Thought he'd just call to tell us it was snowing.
If he thinks he is going to make our house
A half-way coffee house rtwixt town and nowhere—•' 32
Cole's calm reply was intended to be soothing:
'I thought you'd feel you'd been too much concerned.'
And then he added:
30 Ibid.
,
p. 190
31 Ibid
.
,
p. 193
32 Loc. cit.
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'...But let's forgive him.
We've had a share in one night of his life.
What'll you bet he ever calls again? '33
This was not a contrast of rural personalities, but
rather a contrast of masculine and feminine qualities anywhere.
The woman's quick anxiety, followed by a swift desire to blame
somebody for the uselessness of her fear; and her reaction
which exaggerated the possible consequences to as extreme a
point as her fears had reached; ; "If he thinks he's going to
make our house a coffee-house...",—was thoroughly typical of
the universal feminine tendency to live by extremes
;
to mag-
nify trifles, and in so doing to lose sight of the reasonable
outcome to be expected.
On the opposite side, Frost presented Cole's masculine
practicality. Concerned for Reserve's safety, he recognized
that sitting up to wait for news of his arrival home would be
of no help. And later, when Lrs. Cole was berating I.eserve
and his wife for the needless anxiety they had caused, Cole
calmly agreed that Leserve had been inconsiderate, but wisely
realized that the man's awareness of the trouble he had
created would effectually restrain him from making any further
visits
.
G. ^ servant to hervents . This poem has been most frequently
cited as an example of the morbid loneliness of the New
• >
33 Ibid p. 194.
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England back-country, and the half-crazed citizens who live
there.
M Len ’ was a normal creature, without question; a
Yankee farmer, interested in making his farm support him;
active in town affairs; easy going in his relations with other
men; working, "when he worked", as hard as his wife did. He
was unhappily typical of too many farmers who have been
taught that any expression of grief, or love, or appreciation
is a mark of weakness in a strong man. These are the kind of
men whose wives die of neglect, and their husbands never
understand why.
Len r s wife said:
Ee looks on the bright side of everything.
Including me. He thinks I’ll be all right
With doctoring. But it’s not medicine--
It’s rest I want--
. . .
from doing
Things over and over that just won’t stay done. 34
The routine of every day living had become synonymous
to her, with the emptiness of her life, devoid of affection
or attention. She was sick with a weariness of the spirit
more than of the body.
She admitted this without realizing it when she said:
34 Ibid
.
,
p. 83
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We used to live—ten miles from anywhere.
We didn’t change without some sacrifice,
. but I don’t know!
Somehow the change wore out like a prescription.
And there’s more to it than just window-views
And living by a lake. 35
Len was a product of a civilization that had once had
some kind of spiritual values as well as material, but in
recent years, has lost sight of anything beyond physical
existence. Leja could not conceive of any person being sick
with anything that a bottle of medicine couldn’t cure. He
changed his wife’s physical environment in an effort to make
her happy, but he could not realize that she needed the kind
of mental stimulus and attention that he took pains to get
for himself.
Len was an example of the practical New England farmer,
unconsciously selfish, because he had been trained to be
self-centered; to look at life as a man’s peculiar* arena to
which women were useful accessories. That women could possibly
want or need anything more than they had as a result of living
with a man who housed them, never entered Len's head. He
was contented; it could not be possible that his wife was
not.
His wife accepted her place as "a servant of servants"
and waited for him to suggest what she knew she needed—rest
35 Ibid
.
,
p. 83 and 86.
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and a change. Neither of which were all that she needed.
Spiritual weariness cannot be repaired by physical rest.
She was a tragic figure because of the hopelessness of
her situation. "There are none so blind as those who will
not see," and Frost has clearly implied that Len was not the
sort of man who would ever see the need in his wife ’ s daily
life.
Len would not be considered a 'unique creature in
rural New England. There have been many like him—the result
of an over-emphasis upon supplying physical needs with a
contrasting neglect of the needs of the spirit. Men have
suffered less from this neglect, because they have found a
spiritual stimulus in planning their crops; in harvesting and
marketing; in their mingling with other men. But it has
calloused their thoughts of women’s needs and made them
oblivious to the actual isolation in which they force their
wives to live.
E. The Housekeeper . The two women characters in "The House-
keeper", were more independent than ’Len’s wife, in the last
poem discussed. Estelle evidenced some of the characteristics
of the laborer in "The Code". She had worked for the man as
his housekeeper for fifteen years, wishing he would marry
her to make the situation appear more respectable in the eyes
of the neighbors; and then without threat or warning, had
59 . '
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*
simply gone away and married someone else.
John’s words of excuse for not marrying her:
Better than married ought to he as good
As married
. . .
’->J
do not necessarily signify any illicit relations, as the
country neighbors, and the critics, had implied. John seemed
to mean only that he had someone to continue mothering him in
his mother’s place, and Estelle and her mother had a home 5
why spoil that by marriage?
The fifteen years of patient waiting for John to see
the justice of Estelle’s desires was explained partly by the
habitual country manner of "letting well enough alone", and
partly by the mother’s words:
'We came here for a home for me, you know,
Estelle to do the housework for the board
Of both of us. ’37
That Estelle was aware of the indelicacy of living as
a man’s housekeeper for fifteen years, even though her
mother was there, has been made evident from her mother’s
words
:
’She thinks if it was bad to live with him
It must be right to leave him.
’
The strain’s been too much for her all these years
5
I can’t explain it any other way.
It’s as I say; she’s turned from him, that’s all’ .
3
36 Ibid., p. 106
37 Ibid. , p. 107
38 Ibid., p. 105 j 106, and 109
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The mother herself had regarded it as a poor arrange-
ment, as she said:
’I didn’t relish it along at first.
But I got wonted to it. '39
Although she had tried to "keep the thing from breaking up”
hoping to persuade John to marry Estelle.
Fifteen years, the mother considered, "had given
Estelle time to think of something else;'* 4-0—an unconscious
admission of the ease with which time slips away in rural
areas, with nothing note-worthy to mark its passage.
Despite the fact that the mother and Estelle had
"filled the purse":
’Twas we let him have money, not he us.
John’s a bad farmer.41
The mother admitted that John was the ’boss’.
’He manages to keep the upper hand
On his farm. He’s boss.
And she expressed the characteristic rural attitude
when she said:
39 Ibid
.
,
p. 109
40 Ibid
. ,
p. 106
41 Ibid
.
,
p. 107
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I never saw a man let family troubles
Make so much difference in his man’s affairs.
He's just dropped everything. He's like a child.
I blame his being brought up by his mother. 43
She recognized that no farmer who had been raised
by his father would ever let his farm work go because of a
family catastrophe. Hay had to be harvested; gardens cared
for; whatever tragedy might disrupt a man’s heart, his hands
must be kept on routine.
John had not been raised in this tradition. He had
always had his own way by refusing to consider his house-
keeper’s rights or wishes, and it had not occurred to hirn
that she would do anything to thwart him. When his mother
died he had secured Estelle and her mother to take his
mother's place. That this arrangement had been broken was
more than he cared to admit.
All’s is, he's made up his mind not to stand
'what he has got to stand . 44
John's attitude when he finally learned the truth was
proof of the mother's previous accusation of him. Galling
the neighbors outside, he said:
'Isn't it hell, I want to know.
What are they trying to do to me, these two?’ 4 5
43 Ibid
.
,
p. 109
44 lloid • > p* 105
45 Ibid
.
,
p. Ill
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Here again is a character whose traits of selfishness
and smug superiority do not confine him to rural areas.
He was disgustingly realistic, regardless of his local back-
ground. The housekeeper’s status, was perhaps more typical of
rural and village life than any other, but John’s shiftless
farming, his easy acceptance of the women’s money to pay his
bills, his neglect of his crops when someone thwarted him,
were not the sort of conduct that country neighbors would
condone. In the city he might have escaped with little
comment; but in the country , 'common talk' had discussed the
situation thoroughly for most of the fifteen years, as the
mother signified when she said to the neighbor:
'Who'd marry her straight out of such a mess?
Say it right out—no matter for her mother.
The man was found.' --46
I* The Generations of Lien . "The Generations of Men" was
another of Frost’s ’poems with a lesson.’ Against a back-
ground of a family reunion, rained out except for a boy and
girl who "idled down", the poet pondered his question and
answered it.
’What will we come to
With all this pride of ancestry, we Yankees?
I think we're all mad. ,47
46 Ibid., p. 110
47 Ibid
., p. 97
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And the answer:
’But don’t you think we sometimes make too much
Of the old stock? What counts is the ideals,
And those will bear some keeping still about.
'
4r;
There was a pleasantly rural atmosphere about the
story: the boy who strolled over from a nearby farm, not
really expecting to find anyone there, but just curious; and
the girl, coming from another part of the district, also out
of idle curiosity; the elaborate nonchalance with which each
announced to the other 'I only idled down; ,49 was all
thoroughly typical of country dwellers*
New England farmers dread being found doing anything
'foolish'. Each of these two distant cousins knew that no
one would be likely to come to the ancestral cellar hole on
such a stormy day; but each was too curious to stay away.
They 'just walked by’ --with no intention of stopping. After
all, there was no reason for not walking by casually and
looking at the spot, since the rain had prevented outdoor
work. For either of them to have been suspected of having
come to the reunion place expecting to meet others, there in
the rain, would have been embarrassing. Each took secret
comfort from the fact that someone else had been curious
enough to come; but each took great pains also to let the
48 Ibid., p. 101,
49 Ibid
.
, p. 95 .
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»
other know that he hadn't expected to find anyone there, he
had "only idled down", to take a look around by himself.
Having thus safely established their mutual integrity
and common sense, the boy end the girl were able to become
acquainted with ease.
The rest of the poem is a delightful fantasy of an
imagined past well interwoven with a wished-for future by
the enterprising young man, without objections from the
girl.
»
«.
r
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CHAPTER VI
POEMS IN WHICH WOMEN ARE THE IMPORTANT CHARACTERS
With a Brief Section on Frost's 'Boys and Girls
PART I
—Women
—
Women, as has been noted elsewhere, have been less able
to withstand the stringency of isolated farm life. Frost
has recognized this in his character portrayal. None of his
men characters could be accused of being mentally unbalanced
because of his rebellion against environmental conditions.
In fact, it was noticeable that those men in Frost's poems who
had not liked the customary farm life, had already settled
upon some other way of living, either by retreating to the
freedom of the hills; or by burning down the house and
moving into the village.
The majority of the poet's women characters, it must
be recognized, were congenially adjusted to their rural
lives and appeared to be living in the country because they
enjoyed it.
A. The Black Cottage
. Frost's picture of the little old
lady who once lived in "the black cottage" has been given
to the reader through the words of her minister.
*• ’
•
.
_
tj
.
‘
<c
c
She was a determined old lady, serene in her convictions
as one who has thought them through and reached conclusions
reasonable enough to be held for years, whatever others might
think.
"She had her own ideas of things, the old lady.
And she liked to talk.
I
Havina decided that her husband's sacrifice on the
Civil War battlefield was too great for so little a cause as
keeping the states together or freeing the slaves, the little
old lady had concluded the war was fought for something bigger
than either.
Her giving somehow touched the principle
That all men are created free and equal . 2
And having come to that conclusion, she was untouched by any
other ideas.
She had some art of hearing and yet not..
Hearing the latter wisdom of the world. J
The little old lady's serene innocence protected her
from confusion, and had so influenced the minister that he
had refrained from changing the creed when it seemed out-
moded, rather than risk startling her with a sense of loss.
The minister's reaction was the same as that of Warren
1 Ibid
.
, p. 75.
2 Loc . cit.
3 Ibid
.
, p. 76 .
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and Mary in "The Death of the Hired Man". Just as they were
unable to betray Silas’s confidence that they would take him
in; so the minister had found it impossible to disturb the
calm assurance of the little old lady.
His reasoned solution of his minor problem was the
voice of the poet philosophizing for his readers:
I’m just as glad she made me keep hands off,
For, dear me, why abandon a belief
Merely because it ceases to be true.
Cling to it long enough, and not a doubt
It will turn true again, for so it goes.
Most of the change we think we see in life
Is due to truths being in and out of favour.
^
To the minister, the black cottage had always seemed
forsaken.
I don’t mean altogether by the lives
That had gone out of it,
I mean by the world's ha.ving passed it by.
5
Yet the poem suggested that the world had passed it by
only because the little old lady had shut the world out. She
had found the answers to her questions about life and death
and ideals, long before; and being satisfied with them, she
had no interest in being further disturbed by the trouble-
some anxiety of those who hadn't.
Ibid
. , p. 77.
> Ibid
.
, p. 75.
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G. K. Elliott has called her life "narrow and unrelieved1 ^ 1
xiid it was, presumably, if such serene confidence and satis-
faction in the solution one has accepted to the mysteries of
life can be considered "narrow and unrelieved".
She had obviously closed her mind to further doubts, as
country people can, and often do, when they weary of perplexity,
./hat the world does or thinks makes little difference in the
life of farming communities. "Seedtime and harvest, and cold
and heat, and summer and winter, and day and night, "7 continue
the same for them in war or peace. This changelessness of the
elements has built in them an aloofness to the clamor of the
outside world for something new. It has taught them, too, an
instinctive distrust for the strange and different that has
not always been as beneficial as the old lady*s secure com-
posure might suggest; for it frequently has expressed itself
in a rejection of progress of any kind, simply because it is
new
.
The over-conservatism of rural people has been one of
the underlying causes of Lhe loss of their younger generation
to the cities.
1919.)
p. 190
6 From The nation , Vol. 109:2840, pp. 713-715. (Dec. 6
Cited by R. Thornton in Recognition of Robert Frost,
7 (Genesis 8:22)
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B. The Fear. A woman haunted by fear of the past was the
important figure in "The Fear". She had left one man to live
with another and had been tormented by the secret fear that
the first man would follow her.
That the face seen in the dark of the roadside as they
drove by was not the first instance of her fear was proved by
her own words
:
I always have felt strange when we came home
To the dark house after so long an absence.
And the key rattled loudly into place
Seemed to warn someone to be getting out
At one door as we entered at another. 0
Her secret fear leaped out at the first tangible evidence
that it had any foundation.
When she finally saw and talked to the man whose face
they had seen, and learned he was just a visitor at a
neighbor’s, out walking with his little son, she realized that
her hysterical suspicion might make both the stranger and her
husband question its cause.
She attempted a half-coherent explanation of the lone-
liness of the place, and fainted from relief.
Amy Lowell’s interpretation of the poem’s ending was
much more spectacular.
° Collected Poems of Robert Frost
, p. 112
..
.
.
.
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"Does he kill her," she asks, "or does she merely think
that he is going to do so? Which one is crazed, he or she?
Either way, nature has taken her toll. "9
This was just another example of Miss Lowell’s consistent
attempts to read into Frost’s poetry, something morbid and
evil; whether from her love of the lurid, or her su ercilious
contempt for New England peasants, it is not certain.
The constantly increasing sense of terror through the
poem; the woman’s suggested reason for the possibility of the
first maji following her:''--Oh, but you see he hadn't had
enough--" 1C; both contributed to the more likely interpreta-
tion that the woman simply fainted from the relief of knowing
that it had not been the person she had expected.
There were no characteristics about either the woman
or Joel that made them distinctively rural characters. The
setting supplied the atmosphere of dark loneliness, against
which the woman’s fear stood out more vividly. Otherwise it
could have happened anywhere to any two people.
S. The ./itches . 1. The Witch of Coos . 2. The Pauper Witch of
Grafton . Frosts two witches were considerably different in
character. The Witch of Coos was evidently a woman who had
9 Amy Lowell, Tendencies in Modern American Poetry
,
p.122
1C Collected Poems of Aobert Frost
, p. 114
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gradually become obsessed with the idea that the skeleton of
the man her husband "had killed instead of her" 31 and buried
in the cellar, had become animated and wandered into the attic
from whence it frequently tried to descend through the nailed
up door. That the poem was intended to be a realistic picture
of a woman whose mind had become deranged from the long years
of concealing the grave and the identity of the murdered man,
was implied by the fact that she was the only one who heard
or saw the walking skeleton in the dark kitchen. In the light
of the bedroom there was nothing, though she insisted that
she heard the footsteps on the attic stairs, then, and at
frequent intervals ever afterward.
"The Pauper V/itch of Grafton" was a woman who had been
accused of being a witch by an old man when she was young.
"A smarty someone" who made a joke out of it, later married
her, and the two of them continued to joke about it all their
lives. When old age came and two towns were each conducting
law suits to prove that "the witch" belonged to the other, the
old lady wistfully remarked:
rAll is, if I'd a-known when I was young
And full of it, that this would be the end,
It doesn't seem as if I'd had the courage
To make so free and kick up in folks' faces.
I might have, but it doesn't seem as if . '12
3-1 Ibid.
,
p. 251.
11 Ibid
.
, p. 255 .
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Neither of these characters was intended to represent
farm women in general.
The 11witch of Coos'* was simply a woman in whom remorse
for once having helped the dead man to be cruel to her husband
through her friendship with him; and a lifetime of suppressing
the knowledge of the dead man's identity, had unbalanced her
mind.
The witch of Grafton, was an old lady who had played up
to the gossip of the village people until when she needed to
secure 'poor relief* from the town, she found that the old
tales of witchcraft were revived and both towns attempted to
be rid of the responsibility of supporting her. If Frost
intended to imply that the town's unwillingness to accept her
as a citizen was due to her previous reputation as a witch,
it seems an unjustified accusation, for most New England towns
insist upon proving citizenship of relief recipients, and most
of them try to shift as many of their applicants to other
towns as possible, in order to lessen the burden of local
taxation.
D. The hill wife . This group of poems in which Frost has
described the loneliness of a young wife on an isolated
farm, without doubt, has been one of the strong arguments for
the accusation that Frost's characters are half-mad fragments
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of a decaying country civilization.
As the woman in M The Fear", this woman also felt that
rattling the key in the door, when they returned after dark,
was
:
"To give whatever might chance to be
Warning and time to be off in flight." 13
The hill wife’s extreme loneliness, her fear of coming
home after dark, the sinister interpretation she attached to
the tramp’s smile, and her terrified dreams of the purposeful
grasping of the pine tree beside the window, suggested that
she was a town-bred girl to whom the strangeness of the
country made everything seem dreadful.
She was not used to the silence of a farmhouse when the
man was away in the fields. The rustling pine by the window,
which would have comforted country people with its soft
whispers, became restless fingers, trying to open the window
latch to her bedroom.
Her life became so filled with fear that she followed
her husband to his work in the fields. Under such distract-
ing terror it was not strange that when she stepped into the
x3 Ibid
. ,
p. 160
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woods out of his sight to pick an alder branch, her mind
should suddenly let go its last hold to sanity, and drive her
into wild flight.
Sudden and swift and light as that
The ties gave,
And he learned of finalities
Besides the grave. 14
It is impossible to deny that to some women, the
country is a place of terrifying loneliness; or that the
isolation of country farms is more destructive to women than
to men.
Yet of all Frost's women characters, only two were
positively described as being in a state of partial or entire
insanity because of the loneliness of their rural lives.
The hill-wife, and the woman in "A Servant to Servants" were
both described as being driven to their unbalanced state, the
one by the environment
,
the other by a combination of her
husband's thoughtlessness and the emptiness of her life away
from contact with other people.
The woman in "Home Burial" was a possible third, although
Frost has not made it clear that she was affected by the
environment, save for the customs against which she revolted.
The woman in "The Fear" was obviously not afraid of the
environment, but of the man from the past she had left.
14 Ibid.
,
p. 162
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pageno
Estelle and her mother in "The Housekeeper" had both
enjoyed the place 'where they lived. It was the man’s
refusal to do what they felt he should that caused their dis-
content.
In "The Black Cottage", "The Death of the Hired Man",
"West-Running Brook", "Place for a Third", "In the Home
Stretch", "Snow", and "The Generations of Men", the women were
all happy and well adjusted to their rural environment. Nor
was there any suggestion of dissatisfaction with the country
in "The Witches".
Women in urban areas would be apt to register a similar
ratio of those who liked their environment to those who did
not.
Frost has given a representative cross-section of rural
life. It scarcely seems just to lift out the few unhappy
examples he has depicted and point them out as typical of all
the people in his "north of Boston" territory.
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PART II
Boys ana Girls
Frost has written several poems in which the central
figures are boys or girls, "Birches" was a delightful poem
about a country boy:
Borne boy too far from town to learn baseball
Whose only play was what he found himself,
Summer or winter, and could play alone. 15
It described with vivid detail born of experience, the art of
swinging birches, which every country boy knows.
"Wild Grapes", told in the person of "a little boyish
girl", described the predicament of a child who was too little
to hold the tree her brother bent down to her, to let her
reach the grapes on it. When her brother released the tree
in her custody, it lifted her into the air where she dangled
because she "had not learned to let go with the hands",
^
until her brother bent the tree to eartn again and set her free.
The description of the small girl clinging to the tree
was an accurate picture of a child unable to release the clutch
of tightly gripped fingers, while her brother stood below and
laughed at her in normal boy fashion.
^5 £bid.
,
p. 152 .
16 Ibid .
,
p. 243.
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"At Woodward's Gardens" was another poem in which Frost
expressed his ever prevalent "squirm of thought!' which he said
Y every poem should have. ^7
Beginning as a slight tale of a boy who showed his
burning glass to two monkeys in a cage, and puzzled them
by focusing it on their noses, only to lose it when he moved
too close and one of them snatched it from his hand. Frost
described the monkeys' inability to discover how to use the
glass and added his "wisdom lines" at the close:
Who said it mattered
What monkeys did or didn't understand!
It's knowing what to do with things that counts. 18
"A Girl's Garden". Frost has here described a
thoroughly natural country girl with her first garden. The
girl's embarrassed fear of being caught by passers-by,
wheeling the barrow load of dung; her variety of seed--"she
sa.ys she thinks she planted one of all things but weed", -*-9
and the sorry crop she harvested— "a little bit of everything,
a great deal of none," 20 these are all things that every
country child has experienced.
27 James Wilson, From an article in the Virginia
Quart rl / Review , Vol. 7*2, pp. 31&-320. (April I93D Cited by
Richard Thornton, Recognition of Robert Frost
.
,
p. 242.
x° Collected Poems of Robert Frost, p. 3S0
Ibid
. ,
p. 168
20 Loc. cit
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'Out, Out--' was the only one of Frost's poems about
children that was tragic. The boy, "big boy doing a man's
work, though a child at heart.." 2 ! had worked all day with the
men at the saw-rig, then, when his sister called "Supper", the
involuntary jerk of his hand carried it against the whirling
saw. His 'little boy' appeal to his sister, "Don't let him
cut my hand off - the doctor, when he comes," 22 was too late.
And the shock was greater than his little boy's heart could
stand, "and that ended it."
Frost's description of the others, was reminiscent of
the wife's accusation in "Home Burial" 23 :
And they, since they
Were not the one dead, turned to their affairs. 24
"The Grindstone", written in the first person, was an
excellent reproduction of a boy's thoughts while turning a
grindstone for an old man sharpening a scythe.
"I wondered who it was the man thought ground
—
The one who held the wheel back or the one
Who gave his life to keep it going round?"
-*- Ibid
. ,
p. 17I.
22 Ibid
.
,
p. 171.
23 Ibid
.
, p. 72 .
i
"Friends make a pretense of following to the grave
But before one is in it, their minds are turned
And making the best of their way back to life
And living people, and things they understand."
Ibid
. ,
p.172.
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I’d welcome any moderate disaster
That might be calculated to postpone ^
What evidently nothing could conclude.'--
This poem had no philosophical moral attached as so many of
Frost’s character poems have. It was written entirely as the
thoughts of a country boy who was irked by the seemingly end-
less task of turning the grindstone; and it was completely
realistic.
All of Frost's poems about children had the quality of
experience about them. They sounded as though they were
written from his personal childhood, whether he put the
words into the mouths of boys or girls.
Country children do and say the sort of things Frost's
child characters did and said in his poems.
There was no hint of morbidity or maladjustment in any
of his children; they were healthy young people, enjoying the
pleasures, or fretting at the tasks of their country world.
2 5 Ibid
. ,
p. 233-234.
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CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
A. Summary : In the brief survey of critical opinions regard-
ing Robert Frost’s work, it was discovered that there were two
general divisions of thought regarding the poet’s country
characters. One group of critics considered his characters to
be ordinary, common-place people, living uneventful lives, in-
terested chiefly in the securing of their simple needs for
physical existence; another group found them to be strange,
psychoneurotic Creatures, hangers-on from a pre-civilized age,
in a world that had neither place for nor interest in them*
Fifteen women, twenty-six men, and six children,
characters from Frost’s poems, were studied individually in an
endeavor to determine the sort of people Frost had chosen to
represent the New England farm community from which his subject
material was taken.
Of these country people, four women were recognized as
being so frustrated by their environmental circumstances as to
be either mentally unbalanced, or seriously neurotic. One
woman was depicted by Frost in ’’The Fear” as momentarily
hysterical from fear, but it was her fear of past relationship
with another man, not fear of her present situation. Ten
women were obviously happy and well-adjusted to their country
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Among the men observed, one man was either stupid or
depraved, the miller in "The Vanishing Bed"; one appeared to b
an outsider, ignorant of country standards that deterred
native-born farmers from such foolhardy acts as lighting
bonfires when the woods were dry; one was a pathetic failure
who couldn't understand why he was such, but who was happy
working on the farms in the district; three were considered
eccentric, in that they seemed to prefer living in solitude
to the normal life of a farmer; one disliked the farm and left
it to follow his stronger interests; eighteen were ordinary
serious-minded citizens; interested in their work; happy to
live where they had chosen to live, sometimes thoughtless of
their wives, in accordance with the general custom of taking
women for granted, sometimes not what urban society would con-
sider successful; but satisfied with themselves and the level
on which they lived. Their small idiosyncracies were the
expression of the greater individualism the country allows,
but did not anywhere suggest an unbalanced personality.
The six children were all normal, happy country
children, enjoying the pleasures of country life.
Since the person by person analysis of Frost’s
characters has revealed that all the men had found a means
of satisfactory adjustment with the possible exception of the
miller, previously mentioned, and the hired man in "The Death
a'...;'
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of the Hired Man"; and that the majority of the women were
satisfied in their rural environment; the question that needs
li to be answered is: have these well-adjusted people actually
become queer or warped personalities in order to fit an
unnatural environment?
Conclusion : Consideration of the qualities of character which
Frost chose to illustrate in his farm people, has emphasized
the fact that they are universally human characteristics:
independence, thrift, adherence to a social code, stubborn-
ness, ingenuity, perseverance, reluctance to adopt the new and
strange, procrastination.
The unique appearance of these qualities in the poet’s
country people was due to the fact that the exigencies of
their environment had produced an exaggeration of such
characteristics as were necessary for survival.
Remoteness from an urban civilization, aggravated by
long hours of physical labor, prohibited the possibility of
the modification of their traits through contact with others.
They lived in a remote section with problems peculiar
to themselves, and they adjusted themselves to the demands of
the life they lived.
The fact that other sections of New England have become
) increasingly urban should not be used as an argument to force
necessary urban adjustments upon a rural environment.
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It has been necessary to recognize that the loss of
\
farm youth to the cities has created a corresponding lack
of progress in the country. Among the young farm people
Frost described there were no evidences of an unhealthy
adherence to outmoded customs. They were farm people, but they
were not '’rustics 1 ' in the connotative sense with which city-
bred people have applied the term to them. The scarcity of
young farmers was noticeable, however, as it is in actuality.
Older farmers, lacking sons to cultivate the farms
after them, have lost their incentive to progress.- They have
not considered it worthwhile to learn new methods when they
knew their farms would go to strangers at their death. The
*
lethargy which resulted from the loss of incentive among the
older generation of farmers, brought about their development
of individual eccentricities; just as. old age, anywhere, when
it is turned in upon itself, becomes pronouncedly idiosyncratic.
To the critics who consider Frost’s characters the
last fragments of a bygone civilization, this much must be
granted: that the older characters in Frost’s poems, lacking
incentive for progressive adjustment, have settled back into
the methods of thought and action they learned in their youth;
and that in this familiar and effortless acquiescence, they
are satisfied to live.
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There has not appeared to be any true justification for
assuming that these older farmers were bizarre, half-
civilized, or neurotic people, any more than any generation
should be thus accused by the generation that has succeeded
it.
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ABSTRACT
THE COUNTRY CH/lRACTERS OF ROBERT FROST
The Problem : The writer has endeavored to present an analytical
study of the individual characters in Robert Frost's poetry,
hoping that such a study, undertaken by one whose environ-
mental and ancestral background was similar to that of Frost's
country people, might offer some slight explanation of their
personalities, and their little eccentricities that seem to
have occasioned some misunderstanding among Frost's critical
readers
.
A survey of the critical field has revealed many
approving comments concerning Frost's vivid and realistic
portrayal of country people, and a considerable lack of de-
tailed comment on the actual people he has depicted. Many
critics held contradictory views concerning his country
characters and their relation to their environment and to the
outside world. The impression received from reading their
opinions was that they wrote as outsiders and were measuring
the people and the New England rural areas by their own urban
standards.
The writer has recognized that his own background was a
factual basis in favor of interpreting Frost's people in the
most favorable light possible and has, accordingly, made a
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conscious effort to point out their faults and the underlying
causes, as well as their better characteristics.
Materials and Procedure : In this type of study, the obvious
major source of materials was of necessity, the poems them-
selves, and secondarily, anything Frost had written about
them. Mr. Frost lias allowed very little explanatory prose
writing to be printed. The one or two prefaces and other bits
that have been published contain little, if anything about
the people he has described. His acknowledgement that he
studied their speech and endeavored to reproduce both
language and tone quality was, perhaps, the most specific
statement he has made.
Therefore, it has been necessary to rely almost
exclusively upon his poetry for an interpretation of his
characters.
In order to provide an intelligent background for
discussion of Frost’s country folk, a brief history of the
poet’s life and a chapter containing representative views
of the critics has been included previous to the study of the
people themselves.
The analytical study of the characters was first
divided into three sections: poems containing only men
characters; poems containing both men and women characters of
equal importance; and poems containing only women as impor-
tant characters. The latter chapter was subdivided to
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a brief survey of Frost's few poems containing children.
Within the chapters, each poem was discussed separately,
lifting out the individual characters for analysis and for
comparison with other characters, both in that poem under
consideration and in other poems.
Items of general knowledge regarding the rural ’ ew
England background of the people Frost used for subjects were
introduced when they appeared to clarify the actions of the
characters in the poems.
Summary : The analytical study of Frost's country characters
revealed that very few of them were frustrated by their
environment to the point of neuroses. "The Hill Fife" and the
woman in "A Servant to Servants" -were insane, or nearly so,
because of their isolated lives. The witch of Co'ds
in "The Witches", the woman in "The Fear", and the wife in
"Home Burial’’, were emotionally distraught from circumstantial
pressure, the witch at least, being deranged to the extent of
suffering delusions; but only the state of the wife in "Home
Burial" could be considered the result of her country
environment, and, in this instance it was a secondary cause.
The rest of Frost's characters appeared to be content
>
in their various adjustments to their environment. It was
the eccentricities revealed by their individual adjustments
that created interest in these people.

£age_l
§
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The final conclusion reached regarding these normal
country people, was that their isolation from the general
trend of urban civilization had resulted in an over-exaggera-
tion of the common human attributes -which had best fitted
them for survival in their environment; it was further con-
cluded that the older farmers were the characters -which Frost
had used to depict these exaggerated qualities because they
were the ones in whom such idiosyncratic developments were
most pronounced. The younger farm men and women were pictured
as ordinary young people, without any specifically rural
characteristics. Frost's children were also free from any
suggestion of rusticity. Their play was adapted to their
country environment but their reactions were such as any child
any where might have in similar circumstances.
The result of this detailed study did not seem, to the
writer, to justify the critical assumption that Frost's
characters were unhappy, grim products of a granite -textured
environment; or that they were half-insane remnants of a dis-
eased New England.
Change comes more slowly in rural areas, but Frost's
older farmers were not more than one generation behind the
change in urban areas. Their ideals compare favorably with
those of the ultra-Bostonians in J. F. Marquand's polite
satires on Boston society.
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Frost T s characters v;ere considerably more normal than
this critical view credited them with being, and perhaps,
just a bit less ordinary than the opposite view intimated*
'.
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